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I ABSTRACT
I In support of the U.S. Department of Energy Federal Energy ManagementProgram, the Pacific Northwest Laboratory is developing a fuel-neutral
i approach for identifying,evaluating, and acquiringall cost-effectiveenergyprojects at federal installations. Fort Lewis, a U.S. Army installationnear
Tacoma, Washington,was selected as the pilot site for developing this
I approach. This site was chosen in conjunctionwith the interestsof the
Bonneville Power Administrationto develop programs for its federal sector
I customers and the Army Forces Commandto develop an in-house to
program
upgradethe energy efficiency of its installations.
m This documents the assessment of the approach,report
electricity portion
providing an estimate of the electricityuse baseline and efficiency improve-
m ment potential for major sectors and end uses at the Fort. Although the
assessment did not identify all possible efficiency improvementopportunities,














I The mission of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Federal Energy Manage-
ment Program (FEMP) is to lead the improvementof energy efficiency and fuel
N flexibilitywithin the federal sector. Through PacificNorthwest Laboratory,FEMP is developing a fuel-neutralapproach for identifying,evaluating, and
acquiring all cost-effectiveenergy projects at federal installations. FEMP
I believes that the Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville),as part of the
federal sector and DOE, can actively support the identification,characteriza-
N tion, and procurement of electric efficiency resourcesfrom federal
energy
" customerswithin the Bonneville service territory. For this reason, FEMP
m approached Bonneville with the proposal to develop a pilot program with a
large federal customer in Bonneville'sservice territory. The purposes of
m that program would be to identifyand acquire all cost-effectiveelectricenergy efficiency resourceswithin the customer's infrastructure. FEMP empha-
sized that, to the extent possible, the pilot program should not require the
N federal customer to either procure an energy services contractor or provide
..
capital funds. FEMP has identifiedthese two requirementsas major obstacles
I in the path of federal agencies/installationsattempting to aggressivelypur-
sue energy efficiency programs. Bonneville agreed that significantenergy
N efficiency resources existed within the federal customer base, that a pilot
program was warranted, and that it should be designed to overcome these obsta-
I cles. FEMP and Bonneville agreed to fund the PacificNorthwest Laboratory(PNL), 's lead laboratory,to identify and recruit a fed ral custome and
to conduct a fuel-neutralefficiency assessment at the federal facility.
n
_lm lt was agreed that the pilot program should be designed to be transfer-
able to other federal customerswithin the Bonnevilleservice territory. To
N have maximum impact, the program should also be transferableto federal cus-
tomers outside of Bonneville'sservice territory. This conditionmeant that
I the would likely have greater transferabilityif the federal customer
program
were not served directly by Bonneville but by a utility that purchased power
i from Bonneville. This would give the program maximum credibilitywhenm
FEMP/PNL transfer the "lessons learned" to other utility service territories




The conditions just described dictated the criteria that PNL used to I
,i,,
identifythe most appropriatefederal customer to participatein the program.
First, we knew from our experiencesat over 20 large federal installations t
eP
that a necessary condition for the programto be successfulwas that the fed-
eral customer be thoroughly committed to working through the process. We also II
lknew that the federal customer needed to be served by a utility committed to
innovativeapproaches in demand-sidemanagement programs--ideally,a utility nn
that had demonstrated commitmentto the fundamentalprinciplesof least-cost J
planning.
Fortunately,all conditionswere quickly met. FEMP has a cooperative m
program with the Army Forces Command (FORSCOM)for providingtechnical assis-
tance to FORSCOM installations. FEMP and FORSCOM have agreed to cost-share i
activities in developing innovative approachesto energy efficiency at the
latter's installations. One of those installationsis Fort Lewis (near I
m
Tacoma, Washington),with whose key staff PNL had already developed a working
relationship. In addition, Fort Lewis is served by Tacoma Public Utilities m
m(TPU),which has demonstrateda commitment to energy efficiencyprograms over
the years and enthusiasticallyembraced the concept. All these parties became m
,Iinvolved in the pilot program.
The overall goals of the pilot program are i
i
• to demonstrate a model approach for identifyingand characterizing
all cost-effectiveenergy efficiency at Fort Lewis such that the
approach can be transferredto other federal installations I
• to acquire all cost-effectiveenergy efficiency identifiedand char-
acterized at Fort Lewis
R
• to acquire all cost-effectiveelectric energy efficiency at
Fort Lewis through a TPU/Bonnevilleagreementthat would not require
the Fort to either procure energy service contractorsor provide any i
up-front c_pital.
The latter goal can be accomplishedthroughthe Targeted ResourcesAcqui- i
IF
sition Program offered by Bonneville. This program enables utilities that
purchase power from Bonneville to identifyand buy electric energy efficiency i
Dresources from the utilities' customers, then sell those resources back to





I advantage of this program, utilities such as TPU must prepare a proposal to
Bonneville that tells the agency where and what the potential resources are,
i and how the to evaluate those estimated to determine
utility plans resources
their actual extent. The federal installationwhose potential resources are
I being estimated also needs this informationso it can decide whether or not tocommit its share of the cost of the recommendedretrofits.
I In this report, we describe PNL's assessmentof the electric energy effi-
ciency resource potential at Fort Lewis. Through this assessment,we devel-
m oped an estimate of the electricity use baseline and efficiency improvementpotential for major sectors and end uses at the Fort. Developing the baseline
was essential to segment the end uses that are targets for broad-basedeffi-
m ciency improvementprograms and to provide TPU with the basis for its proposal
to Bonneville. An estimate of the efficiency resource is presentedto reflect
II the availablequantityofresourceforthreeelectricitypriceranges. The
I baseline and efficiency resource estimatesdid not identify all possible areas
II of opportunity,but instead identifiedthe majority of the resource; areas of
additional opportunityare noted, to encourage furthereffort.
lil BASELINE ELECTRICITYUSE
II Fort Lewis houses approximately25,000 full-time residents. The Fort has
a daytime population of approximately35,000 persons. The annual fuel con-
sumption is about 2.5 trillion Btu, of which 26% is in the form of electricity
(annual average of 195,000 MWh). The annual cost of energy supplied to the
Fort is over $12 million, of which about $4.5 million is for electricity.
In developing the baseline electricityuse, we segmentedthe Fort into
sectors, subsectors, and end uses to reflectmajor areas of consumptionand
efficiency potential. The four sectors identifiedwere buildings, pumps/motors, distribu on, and exte ior lights. The sectorswere further segmented
_ into subsectors and, in the case of buildings,end uses (interiorlighting,
domestic hot water [DHW], refrigeration,and other).
An estimated 4457 buildings with floorspace of 23.9 million ft2 are onthe installation. We segmented the buildingssector into 16 subsectors (build-
ing types) based upon function and uniquenessof operation. Nine of the
I-
1
building types account for over 90% of the total floorspace. Principal con- l
tributions are family housing at nearly 25%, barracks at nearly 20%, office/
administrationand warehouse each at over 12%, other at nearly 9%, the New I
lH
Madigan Hospital at over 8%, and motor pools with 8% of the total floorspace.
End uses identified in the buildings sector includefive lighting type I
categories,domestic hot water supplied by residential-typewater heaters,
refrigerationsupplied by residential-typerefrigerators,and all other uses. _m
The other category contains heating, ventilating,and air-conditioning(HVAC)
U
energy end uses that are specific to each building type. HVAC energy use was l
mnot separated because almost all heating energy is supplied by fossil fuel and
few buildings are cooled; electricityuse for HVAC is primarily for fans and
pumps. B
The pumps/motorssector reflects electricity use for large pumps and mB
motors (10 to 250 horsepower)used for the water supply and sewage treatment
subsectors. The distributionsector accounts for the losses incurred for
electricitydistributionthrough the transformer and feeder subsectors. We 1
immmmh
segmentedthe exterior lights sector into three subsectors- residential,non-
residential (buildingexterior and parking lot lighting), and street lighting, t
d m
The limited Bvailabilityof metered data created a challenge in develop-
ing the baseline electricityuse. The Fort is served by three substations, m
m
designated as Madigan, South, and Central. Each is metered separately by TPU
for both demand and power use. Aside from the comercial (nonappropriated) i
buildings on the Fort, these are the only sites where electricityuse for the
m
installationis metered. Seventeen feeder lines from these three substations mm
provide all electrical power to the Fort. m
We metered each of the substationsand feeders separately and collected m_
mtime-seriesdata for 4 consecutivemonths. The primary purpose of the meter-
ing was to measure the electric demand profile of the Fort and determine the m
relative contributionsto that demand of each of the three substatlonsand lm
17 feeders. The secondary purpose was to provide the only metered data for an







I We used the metered data to ascertain and the potential for
pinpoint
energy efficiencyopportunitiesin the various sectors of the site served by
m the 17 feeders, for both demand and baseload savings. The data were also used
to more accurately determine the estimated energy use and energy use inten-
m sities of each of the major building and facility types at the Fort. Withoutthese feeder-levelmetered data, we would have had to perform the analysis
using TPU's billing data from the three substations. Thus, much more uncer-
I tainty would have been associatedwith this foundationalanalysis.
m The metering results showed that the Fort has an annual baseload demandof 15,000 to 17,000 kW, and that e peak demand of 27,000 to 30,000 kW
usually occurs before noon, dependingupon the season. The Central substation
I accountedfor nearly 50% of the total Fort demand. From the data, we also
determined that most of the 16(a)feeder loads were not temperature-
I dependent; therefore, opportunitiesfor electrical energy savings (kilowatt-
hours) exceed the opportunitiesfor demand savings (kilowatts).
I The bas,_lineelectricity use displayed in Table S.I was developed for the
buildinqs sector end uses and estimatedsubsector consumptionor losses for
m the other three sectors. The estimateswere developed using limited primary
m
energy use data for the Fort, other studies conducted to identify efficiency
m improvementsat the Fort, input from installationstaff, and other publishedstudies. The estimated annual energy u_e of 197,000MWh was not adjusted to
match the average actual of 195,000MWh from billingdata.
I The buildings sector accounts for over 85% of the electricity use. Four
of the building types account for over 46% of the total; these were single-
m family at 12.9_, multifamilyat 10.7%, concrete barracks at 11.4%, and office/
administrationat 11.5%. Pumps/motorsconsume an estimated2.4% of the total,




(a) One of the feeders was a switchingalternate and no load was measured





TABLE S.I. EstimatedBaseline ElectricityUse Per Year by Sector, Subsector, g
and End Use
EstimatedBaseline ElectricityUse (MWh) i
i
Sector Liqhtinq DHW Ref Other Total
Building mSingle-Family 4,210 9,287 2,477 9,339 25,313
Multifamily 3,713 7,650 2,040 7,707 21,110
Concrete Barracks 10,431 12,064 22,495 i
Wood Barracks 1,088 982 2,071 m
Office/Administration 10,368 1,817 10,478 22,663
Warehouse 6,025 26 4,990 11,041 n
Motor Pool 5,122 1,140 3,682 9,944 U
Hangar 1,084 92 912 2,088
Dining Halls 1,252 5,955 7,207
Clubs 1,154 2,410 3,565 i
Old Madigan Hospital 4,502 8,807 13,309 U
New Madigan Hospital 5,959 2,023 7,982
Commissary 735 4,515 5,250 m
Computer Center 118 376 494 J
Simulators 230 3 4,564 4,797
Other 4,873 637 4,249 9,759 i
Subtotal 60,867 20,653 4,517 83,053 169,088 i
Pumps/Motors
Water Supply 3,600 3,600 i
Sewage Treatment 1,160 1,160 m
Subtotal 4,760 4,760
Distribution N
Transformer Loss 13,000 13,000
Line Loss 2,000 2,000
Subtotal 15,000 15,000 R
i
Exterior Lights
Residential 1,290 1,290 m
Other Building 2,453 2,453 |
Street 4,000 4,000
Subtotal 7,744 7,744 i
U
Total 68,611 20,653 4,517 102,813 196,591







I Of the total consumption,nearly by lighting,over
35% is accounted for
10% by domestic hot water, over 2% by refrigeration,and the balance of 52% by
m other uses. Within the lighting end use, approximately22% of total electric-
ity is fluorescentlighting energy, of which most is consumed in fixtures with
m 4_ft F-40 type tubes. Incandescentand high-intensity-discharge(HID) light-ing account for 8.7% and 4.4%, respectively,of the remainder of total elec-
tricity consumption.
I
ELECTRIC EFFICIENCY RESOURCE SUPPLY
m The supply of the electric efficiency resource was estimated for all
subsectors and end uses _cept the other category in the building subsectors.
_m The quantity of energy resource availablewas estimated for three electricity
price ranges: $0 through $O.023/kilowatt-hour(kWh), $0.024 through
I $O.045/kWh, and $0.046 through $O.075/kWh. The endpoint of the first price
range chosen is the approximateprice that Fort Lewis currently pays for elec-
I tricity (includingdemand charges),the endpoint of the second price range is
the approximateavoided cost for new electricitygeneration in the Pacific
m Northwest, and the endpoint of the last cost range is chosen as an arbitraryp int beyond which there is clearly no cost-effect vetechnologyoptions.
The potential menu of efficiencymeasures considered by sector and end
m use was as follows:
I Buildinqs
Interior Lighting
m incandescentbulbs with compact fluorescent in 15% of the indoor
Replace
residential fixtures,75% of the indoor fixtures in other buildings, and
100% of the exterior fixtures.
I • Replace standard magnetic ballastswith energy-efficientmagnetic bal-
lasts in two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes.
m • Replace standardmagnetic ballastswith electronic ballasts in two-tube
fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes.





• Add parabolic reflectorsto two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, II
40-, and 75-W tubes.
• Replace two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes I
with new fixtures with reflectors and electronic ballasts.
• Replace two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 75-W tubes with 150-W high- II
pressure sodium lamps. =
• Replace two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 75-W tubes with single-tube m
75-W very-high-output(VH0) fixtures. I
• Replace two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34- and 40-W tubes with F=30
T-8 fixtures. I
i
Lighting replacementswere made on a constant level of service basis.
That is, if a replacementput out twice the level of light (measuredin I
ID
lumens), a one-for-tworeplacementwas used.
DomesticHot Water I
• Increase the insulationlevel of the tanks by wrapping all of the water
heaters with insulation. I
II
• Wrap only new water heaters (less than 2 years old) with insulation.
• Replace 100% of existing water heaterswith high-efficiencywater i
i
heaters with nonmetallicor lined tanks. Informationfrom the
Fort Lewis staff indicatesthat life expectancy for water heaters is
less than 5 years due to tank corrosion caused by carbonic acid. In I
addition, TPU staff encouraged considerationof a water heater replace- D
ment program with high-efficiencymodels, as that utility has experi-
enced greater success with a replacementprogram than with wrap i
programs. II
• Replace water heaters upon failure with high-efficiencywater heaters a
with nonmetallicor lined tanks. =
Refrigeration
I
• Replace 100% of existing residential-typerefrigerators, i
Replacing refrigeratorswith high-efficiencymodels as thej wear out I
=rather than implementinga straight replacementprogram as above was not con-
sidered because it is understood that all models now available are of the mm







i • Totally replace well pump motors with high-efficiencymotors.
I • Replacewell pump motors with high-efficiencymotors upon failure.
Sewage Treatment
l • Totally replace sewage pump
treatment motors with high-efficiency
motors.
l • Replace sewage treatmentpump motors with high-efficiencymotors uponfaiIur .
m For both the water supply and sewage treatment subsectors,existingmotors were assessed individuallyfor replacementbecause the number of
operating hours varied significantly,which has a large effect on the level-




• Replace existing transformerswith high-efficiencyunits. Existing
transformerswere assessed by size category for replacement.
Line Loss
I • Regulate the voltage of the distributionsystem so that the most distantpoint on individualfeeders mee s minimum voltage requirement _, er ll
load conditions. Although insufficientinformation-toquantify the
resource is availablefor this measure, it is estimatedto provide a





l • Replace 100% of incandescentbulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs.
The levelized energy cost (LEC), net present value (NPV), and annual





Table S.2. The regional power planning perspective using LEC shows the cost l
of the measures ranging from $0.0056 to over $0.158/kWh. The federal sector
perspective using NPV is shown for the Fort paying 15% of the capital cost and 1
m
100% of the operations and maintenance (O&M) cost.
The data developed and displayed in Table S.2 will allow the utility and m
J
Fort to choose the electric energy efficiency measures to install in the site-
wide retrofit. The choices will hinge on the final cost-sharingagreement as
Uwell as the agreement on the LEC ceiling value and NPV criteria. A federal
agency is required to select energy efficiency options based on the NPV. The mm
|option with the highest NPV is selected. The decision criteria for a utility
to choose among energy efficiencymeasures is based on the LEC.
Using the LEC values, efficiencymeasures up to the cost of the marginal mU
supply resource for Bonneville ($O.045/kWh)may be consideredcost-effective. m
Using the NPV approach,measures with the highest NPV may be considered cost-
effective by the Fort. The choice is generally options that are below the
utility's avoided cost (long-runmarginal cost) of supplyingelectricity. N
All options that are not part of mutually excl,asivesets that have an
m
LEC less than the avoided cost should be selected. Options that are part of m
mutually exclusive sets should be chosen if they have the LEC closest to the
avoided cost of energy, but not exceeding it. m
For example, based on NPV, the best choice for retrofittingfluorescent
lighting fixtures having 40-W tubes was determined to be a total new fixture N
with electronic ballast and reflector (the choice shown in Table S.2). This
choice also shows a LEC of $O.0166/kWh which will also be acceptable to the m
mutility. Another viable choice for fixture replacementmay be retrofitting
with a higher efficiency type T-8 fixture. The NPV (shown in Table S.2) is m
near that of the high efficiency fixture and the LEC is $O.0245/kWh,below the
Bonneville avoided cost. However, the marginal LEC for this retrofit is
$3.7801/kWh which is well above the long-term avoided cost. Based on these U
data, this technologymay not be selected.
Other choices analyzed included ballast replacement (only) or adding m









negative marginal energy savings compared to complete fi_:turereplacement. U
These technologiesalso had higher LECs compared to the complete fixture
replacement, m
Examinationof the results of the analysis with the estimated cost-
in Table S.2 shows that the choice of criteria (LEC or NPV) will m
mmmL
sharing split
not significantlyaffect the ultimate choice of energy efficiencymeasures to
be installed at the Fort. The most desirable measures, in terms of both over- m
u
all energy savings and in terms of NPV, could be selected and implemented
using either criteria, n
The LEC and resource availabilityare displayed in Figure S.I in the
form of a supply curve. This shows availabilityof about 43,000 average m
Uannual MWh of electric efficiency at a cost of less than $O.037/kWh. Above
$O.037/kWh, less than an additional 1,500 MWh are available, mm
m
Figure S.2 shows the resource availabilityby end use for LEC cost
ranges of $0 to $O.023/kWh,$0.024 to $O.045/kWh,and $0.046 to $O.075/kWh.
mIn the lowest cost range, over 37,000 average annual MWh (equivalentto over
4 average annual MW of capacity)are provided by efficiency improvementsto mm
water heaters, water supply pumps, interior lighting,exterior lighting,water m
treatment pumps, and voltage regulation at an estimated initial capital cost
of about $9 million. Other transformer and water supply pump replacements,in m
g
addition to a different set of lighting and water heating improvement_,
contribute another 5,907 MWh to the resource potential for the mid-range cost. m
u
The upper cost range contains another 412 MWh provided by additional water
supply pump and transformerreplacements. Lighting measures account for over m
90% of the efficiency resource available in the lowest cost range and nearly =
85% of the resource of the total available up to a cost of $O.075/kWh.
m
ADDITIONAL RESOURCE OPPORTUNITIES
A number of additional resource opportunitieswere identified in the m
=mm=
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addressableonly throughmore focused data collection efforts, which are 1
beyond the scope of this initial effort. A listing of these resource
opportunitiesby sector follows. I
Buildinqs
• incandescentlighting - Replace those fixtures currently unable to I
accommodatecompact fluorescent lamps to increase the penetration levels
in addition to replacingbulbs in fixtures that will accept them. i
• lighting controls - Implementcontrols to adjust for daylighting and/or J
occupancy. Daylightingcontrols are reportedly in operation in Building _
3670. I
• HVAC- Improve heating and/or cooling efficiencies in buildings having
electric heating and/or cooling equipmentthrough a combinationof •
higher-efficiencyequipment, improvingthe building envelope thermal l
integrity, and/or improvingoperation and maintenance practices.
• heat recovery - Recover heat from exhaust airstreams in building types I
such as dining halls and clubs. I
• low-flow shower heads - This measure is reported to be in place in most,
if not all, applications. m
Pumps/Motors 1
• replacement of motors less than 10 horsepower - This option would likely
have high potential for motors that operate nearly continuously. How-
ever, an inventoryof the stock and operating schedulesof small motors II
was not available, nor was an estimate developed. l
• modificationof related systems - One example would be to increase pipe nn
size to reduce horsepower required to maintain pressure. 1
• implementationof operation and control practices - This provides for m
automatedoperation of the water supply system. 1
Distribution
m
• replacementof existing transformersas they fail with high-efficiency 1
units, which may improvethe cost-effectivenessof this measure
the value of other distributionimprovements,such as reconductoring 1








• installationof new, and replacementof faulty, photocells to reduce or
I eliminate exterior lighting during daylight hours
• replacementof existing low-efficiencyHID lighting with high-efficiency
m units
• replacementof incandescentlamps that are greater than 200 W with HID
or other suitable high-efficiencyalternative.
I
RECOMMENDATION
m our analysis indicatesthat significantcost-effectiveenergy efficiency
potential exists at Fort Lewis. At $O.023/kWh,about 37,000 annual MWh of
g energy efficiency are available at an estimated capital cost of $9 million.
The Fort's electrical utility, TPU, has availableseveral demand-side program
m optionsthrough its supplier, Bonneville. The most likely option appears to
mm
be the Bonneville TargetedAcquisition Program under which TPU purchasesthe
I efficiency from Fort Lewis and sells it to Bonnevilleat Bonneville'savoidedcost of electricity,which is about $O.045/kWh. The terms of the arrangement
being discussed would have Fort Lewis contribute 15% of the capital invest-
m ment, with the balance funded by TPU and Bonneville. Provided that there are
no unresolvablecontractualand technical issues,the potential exists for
m Fort Lewis to enter into with TPU for the
an agreement approximately
37,000 annual MWh (4 annual average MW) of cost-effectiveenergy efficiency
I resources identified.
The PNL assessment is a first cut at estimating the electricalenergy
m efficiency potential at Fort Lewis. As such, the results should be useful to
the Fort in determining if an aggressive energy efficiency program is war-
I ranted and, if so, which options should be implemented. Our results shouldnot be used to draw conclusionsregarding the cost-effectivenessof marginal
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I Under the National Energy Conservation Policy Act (as ammended1988), the
federal government is required to reduce energy use in its facilities 10% per
i square foot from 1985 levels by 1995. A new Executive Order on federal energymanagement (56 FR 12759) was signed in April 1991, which sets a goal of 20%
reduction in federal facility energy use, and 20% industrial process effi-
I ciency improvementsby the year 2000 (from 1985 levels). These goals are to
be achieved Dy the implementationof life cycle cost-effectiveenergy end-use
I technologies,utilizing utility management (DSM) programs,
demand-side and
shared energy savings (SES), to provide a significantportion of the funding
I for efficiency improvements.
A major obstacle to reducing energy use in large federal installationsis
I the current inabilityto characterizeenergy consumptionby major sector and
I
end use in detail sufficientto enable more than limited efficiency acquisi-
I tion efforts. These installationsare typically the size of small cities,and, for the most part, energy use is not metered except at the installation
level. The Fort Lewis Electric Energy Baseline and Efficiency Resource
I Assessment is being conducted by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)(a)
under the direction of the Department of Energy (DOE) Federal Energy Manage-
I ment Program (FEMP),the Bonneville Power Administration(Bonneville),and the
Army Forces Command (FORSCOM)to develop a systematicapproach with which to
I identify energy efficiency potential in large federal installations. This
approach will be used to support energy efficiency acquisitionprograms in
I other major federal sector installationsin the United States and abroad.
i 1.1 ASSESSMENTSCOPEThe Fort Lewis Electric Energy Baseline and Efficiency Resource Assess-
i ment characterizesbaseline energy use at Fort Lewis by major sector and enduse and develops an e timate of the major areas of electric energy efficiency
potential. The purposes of this assessment are to support the developmentof
!
(a) Operated by Battelle Memorial Institutefor the U.S. Department of Energy





a methodologythat will enable replicationof the process at other installa- m
tions with less effort and to provide baseline informationin support of
electric efficiency acquisitionactivities at the Fort Lewis installation, lw
Specific recommendationsand technologiesfor improvingfacility electricity-
use efficiency are not within the scope of this effort, m
Two objectives are supported in this multiagency effort:
• to demonstrate the Facility Energy Decision Screening (FEDS) approach for m
identifying and characterizingthe cost-effectiveenergy efficiency
m
resource at a large federal installation,which can be transferredto
other installations m
• to support the acquisitionof the Fort Lewis electric energy efficiency
resource by Tacoma Public Utilities (TPU) and Bonneville. m
FEMP and other federal agencies are cofundingthe developmentof the FEDS
methodology,which will enable federal installationenergy managers to define m
mthe baseline facility energy use and identifythe combination of energy supply
and efficiency resourcesthat meet installationmission requirementsat least m
cost. The electricityresource assessment contained in this report supports mm
that aspect of the FEDS methodologydevelopment. A separate but similar m
assessment is under way for energy suppliedto Fort Lewis by natural gas and m
fuel oil.
FORSCOM and Bonneville have cofunded the assessment of baseline elec- I
tricity use at Fort Lewis and of major areas for electric energy efficiency
improvement. This assessment is to support the acquisitionof electric energy m
efficiency through a financial partnershipamong Fort Lewis, Bonneville, and
TPU. This utility is the Fort's supplier of electricity. Under the terms of m
i
this partnership,Fort Lewis will contribute 15% of the capital investmentfor
the efficiency improvements. The balancewill be funded by TPU and Bonneville m
|through Bonneville'sTargeted Acquisition Program. This program enables elec-
tric utilities to identify and buy energy efficiency resources from the utili- m
ties' customers and then sell those resources back to Bonneville for use m
elsewhere. Bonnevillemay also use the assessment process in implementing
efficiency resource acquisitionprograms at other major federal facilities m
m





I The of this assessment is characterizationof electric
product a energy
consumption at Fort Lewis by major use sector and major end use within each
m sector where significant efficiencypotential can be accessedwith a broad-
based efficiency acquisitionprogram. End-use consumptionwithin a sector is
m not characterized in sufficient detail to identify the efficiency potentialthat may be obtainable through more focused acquisitionactivities. However,
PNL has identified those additionalopportunitieswhere focused activitiesmay




I The text of this report prnvides an overview of the assessment. In Sec-
tion 2.0, the approach used to develop the baseline electricityuse charac-
m terization for Fort Lewis and the levelized cost methodologyto dev/elopthe
efficiency resource supply curve are described. Section3.0 presents the
m electricity use baseline and efficiencyresource supply curve.
The appendixes provide a detailed discussion of the derivation of the
m electricity use baseline and efficiencyresource. Appendix A presents the
data sources used to support the assessment. The buildings sector baseline
m and efficiency assessment are contained in Appendix B. The motors sector,covered in Appendix C, addressesw ter supply a sewage treatment. Appen-
dix D provides the treatment of transformersand voltage regulationfor the
m distribution system. The exterior lighting energy baseline and efficiency
resource are presented in Appendix E.
I
1.3 REFERENCES
I 56 FR 12759. 1991. "Federal Management." Federal Reqister.April
19, Energy









m This section explains th_ approach we used to characterizethe baseline
electric energy use at F_)_ Lewis and to develop a bottom-lineestimate of the
I efficiencyresource available. The approach is similar to those used by many
electric utilities for developing load forecastsand assessing the energy
m efficiency potential availablethrough various acquisitionprograms.
The first step is to identify the major energy-usingsectors, subsectors,
m and end uses and to develop an energy consumptionbaseline. The second stepdevelops two cost measures for depictingthe financial attractivenessof the
efficiency resources. Utilities typically use a levelized cost measure to
m express the cost of supply- and demand-sideresources on a dollars per
kilowatt-hourbasis to develop a supply curve relating the quantity of
m resource available at a schedule prices, agencies are required
of Federal by
10 CFR 436 to evaluate cost-effectivenessusing a life cycle cost (LCC), net
I present value (NPV) measure.
The approach used to develop the Fort Lewis electricityuse baseline is
m described in Section 2.1. This discussion contains the breakdown _f cectors,
subsectors,and end uses, and the development of the end-use intensities
m (EUis). The two cost approaches and supply curve concept are presented inSection 2.2. Additional detail for each of the identified sectors is con-
g tained in its correspondingappendix.
2.1 BASELINE DEVELOPMENT
I We developed the electricitybaseline through a two-step process. In the
first step, the energy use was segmented into identifiablesectors, subsec-
m tors, and end uses. The second step entailed estimating baseline consumption
through the development of subsectorconsumption and EUIs for subsectors in
m which end identified.
uses are
2.1.1 Sector Seqmentation
m our review of the stock of electricity-usingfacilitiesat Fort Lewis led





buildings • distribution i
qm
• pumps/motors • exterior lighting.




The buildings sector was segmented into 16 building subsector categories mm
based upon identifiablefunction or uniqueness in terms of size or energy use. m
The residentialbuilding stock was segmented into m
m
• single-family - detached housing
• multifamily - ranging from duplexes to eight-unitcomplexes, m
II
The stock of barracks was segmented into
i
• concrete - typically three-story barracks constructedof concrete, m
brick, or masonry, and housing unaccompaniedenlisted personnel
- wood - typicallyone- or two-story barracks constructedof wood and m
housing unaccompaniedenlisted personnel. mm
The remaining stock of buildings was segmented into the following m
categories:
• motor pool - all maintenance and production facilities for vehicles m
and stationary equipment m
• hangar - aircraft maintenance m_
• office/administration- houses administrative,headquarters,train-
ing, traffic control, and airfield communicationsfunctions m
• warehouse - dry and refrigeratedstorage facilities,including fuel m
storage
mm
• dining hall - unaccompaniedpersonnel dining facilities m
• clubs - officer, enlisted, and noncommissionedofficer dining •
facilities m
• Old Madigan Hospital - all hospital,clinic, dental, and other
medical facilities contained primarily in the Old Madigan complex, m





m • New Madigan Hospital - new hospital and health care facility
scheduled to be in operation by mid-1993
m • commissary - grocery
• computer center - housing central mainframe computer equipment
m • simulators - helicopter simulator
• other - all other buildingssuch as private food service (e.g., com-
m mercial restaurant, bowling), base personnel support (e.g., craftshop, laundry), golf course, and boat docks.
m The end uses selected for the buildings sector were identifiableareas of
energy efficiency potentialwhere broad-basedacquisitionprograms would
m apply. The end uses identified are
• interior lighting - segmented into five categories by fluorescent
(F-34, F-40, and F-96 tube fixtures), incandescentlighting (bulb
m size less than 200 W), and high-intensity-discharge(HID) lighting
• hot water - domestic hot water supplied by residential-typewater
m heaters
• refrigeration - food and other refrigerationsupplied by
residential-typerefrigerators
m • other - all other end uses not specified above, such as HVAC energy
and specializedenergy requirementsof specific building types, such
I as office equipment, booster heaters for the dining hall hot watersupply, and refrigerationfor w lk-in refrigerator/freezers.
m lt is recognized that efficiency potentialmay exist in the other cate-gory in specific building types. However, that potential is not quantifiable
without significantadditional information and effort.
m Pumps/Motors
m Electricity use for pumps and motors was segmented into two subsectors-
• water supply - pumps used for drawing water from wells and providing
m water distribution
• sewage treatment - effluent pumps used at the central sewage treat-
ment plant.
m The pumps and motors analyzed in this category tend to be large, with






of smaller motors distributed around Fort Lewis that provide a range of ser- m
vices from air-handlingto machine work, although Fort Lewis staff estimate
the number of smaller motors to be in the thousands. I




Electricity "use" for distributionwas segmented into two subsectors" m
, transformer - load and no-load losses of all transformersused to •
step down voltage for energy-usingequipment m
• voltage regulation - potential reduction in end-use energy consump-
tion provided by regulation of feeder voltage so that the most m
distant load from the substation is maintained at the minimum m
acceptablevoltage under all load conditions on the circuit.
m
The end uses for the distributionsector are identicalto the two m
identified subsectors.
Exterior Liqhti.nq I
Exterior lightingwas segmented into three subsectors as follows- m
m
• residential - porch and other residentialexterior lighting served
primarily by incandescentbulbs
m
• other building - all other building exterior lighting served by a m
mixture of incandescentand HID fixtures
m
• street - all street lighting served by HID fixtures, m
The end uses in the exterior lighting category are identicalto the three
subsectors identified. I
2.1.2 End-Use Intensityand Baseline Development m
m
The estimated baseline electricityconsumptionwas developed through a
combinationof EUIs developed for the buildings sector end uses and estimated m
msubsector consumptionfor the other three sectors. The EUIs developed provide
the intensity of energy use measured in kilowatt-hoursper square foot per





I measure to aggregate energy use developed using
enable estimates of to be
estimates of the total floorspace for their respective building types.
I These estimateswere developed using primary data for energy use at Fo_t
Lewis, other studies conducted to identifyefficiency improvementsat Fort
I Lewis, input from Fort Lewis staff, and secondary informationfrom other
studies conductedfor the Pacific Northwest region.
I The major focus of the development of the EUI and baseline development is
the buildings sector, because it is the major energy-consumingsector of the
I four. We used an iterativeprocess to develop the baseline and refine the
buildings sector EUIs as follows"
m . Buildings sector EUIs were estimated using the availableprimary andsecondarydata by each of the four end uses expressed in kilowatt-
hours per square foot per year (kWh/ft2-yr).
m
m . Electricityconsumption (or loss) was estimated by subsectorwithin
each of the other three sectors.
m ° Metered data from each of !7 electricitydistribution (feeder)
points aggregated to 7 points was used to provide control totals to
check the estimated load developed from the buildings sector EUIs
m and subsector consumptionassociatedwith that feeder. In caseswhere th estimated load deviated by more 20% from the control
total, adjustmentswere made to the buildings sector EUIs.
!
2.2 ANALYSIS APPROACHES
I Two distinct analysis approaches are used to evaluate the desirabilityof
the efficiency alternatives.
I 2.2.1 Suppl Curve
Y
The concept of the supply curve is employed to evaluate options from the
I point of view of the utility and energy planners
the in the Pacific Northwest
region. This is discussed in detail in the Section 2.3, but, in brief, the
I supply curve approach allows the costs and availabilityof the potential
efficiency alternativesto be compared with other electricityresources
I (either other efficiency resources or generating resource), based on the reallevelized energy cost (LEC) of the resource. The LEC is the cost per unit of




of an efficiency resource is calculated as the annualized total cost divided m
by the annual energy savings and allows comparisonwith the cost of a generat-
ing resource calculated in the same manner, m
m
2.2.2 Life Cycle Cost and Net Present Value
m
The second analysis approach required by federal agencies to screen m
investmentsis the determinationof the LCC and NPV of each alternative.
Federal agencies are required by 10 CFR 436 to select alternativeswith the m
mmL
m
lowest LCC and maximum positive NPV. Each alternativehas an associated ini-
tial capital cost, as well as a stream of costs over the term of analysis. In m
m
addition1,each alternativesaves some amount of energy, which translates into
savings on the Fort's utility bill. The NPV employs the concept of the pres- mm
ment value of a stream of savings or costs that will be enjoyed or incurred in
the future. The present value of a stream is the amount that could be
invested now at a given interest rate that could generate the stream, m
For all energy efficiencyoptions that are not part of a mutually exclu- m
=sive set, one should choose those that have positive NPVs. A positive NPV
impliesthat the LCC is less than the alternativeof no action. For alterna-
m
tives that are part of a mutually exclusive set, the efficiency alternative m
with the highest NPV should be selected.
m
This analysis is complicatedsomewhat by three factors 1) the cost- m
sharing between Fort Lewis and TPU, 2) the interest (or discount) rate to use
in the analysis, and 3) assumptionsabout future electricityprices. I
Currently, it is expected that Fort Lewis will pay 15% of the initial
m
costs of an energy efficiency measure alternativeand pay 100% of the mcapital
operations and maintenance (O&M) cost from the start of the project.
The discount rate is a complicating issue because regional power planners m
typically use the rate developed by the Northwest Power Planning Council
(NWPPC) (3% real), while Fort Lewis is required to use the rate establishedby m
lm
DOE for federal energy conservation(4.7% real). For this reason, the LEC
calculationsfor the supply curve construction(discussed in the following m





I In a similar vein, NWPPC forecasts in its medium-highscenario that elec-
tricity prices will increase 0.3% annually over the next 20 years. The Energy
m InformationAdministration (EIA) of DOE makes forecastsof real energy price
changes that must be used with the National Instituteof Standards and Tech-
m nology (NIST) energy conserwtion project evaluation methodology. These fore-
casts vary year to year and show a significantlygreater rate of fuel price
m escalation than the NWPPC forecast. Fuel price does not enter directly into
the LEC calculationand, hence, does not directly influencethe supply curve
m construction. The NIST escalation rate used in the NPV calculationsrangesfrom 0.9% to 1.24% annually over the 20-year analysisperiod. The NPV analy-
sis results are discussed in detail in Section 3.4.
2.3 SUPPLY CURVE DEVELOPMENT
m
m The concept of supply curves for comparing the cost-effectivenessof
efficiency resources with energy supply alternativesis described, as are the
m efficiency measures that were and were not consideredwithin this assessment.
Section 2.3.1 details the concept and the assumptionsused to derive the sup-
I ply curves. The efficiency measures that were and were not considered are
provided in Section 2.3.2.
I 2.3.1 Process
Supply curves are developedto relate the quantity of a resource avail°
m able at schedule of In this assessment,the efficiency resource is
a prices.
expressed in terms of real LEC. This provides a dollars-per-kilowatt-hour
m equivalent that enables comparison with electricityprices to provide an esti-
mate of the quantity of cost-effectiveelectric energy efficiency available at
m Fort Lewis, from the perspectiveof the regional energy planners.
The process for developing the total supply curve starts with estimating
m the energy-efficiencyimprovementsthat can be obtained by applying specificmeasures to each of the identifiedsector and subsectorend uses (see Sec-
tion 2.3.2). Given each measure's cost, operating life, and capital recovery







Each of the measures is then sorted in ascending order by LEC. Those i
measures that are mutually exclusive, such as adding reflectors to all 40-W
fixtures versus adding reflectors and electronic ballasts to all 40-W fixtures i
versus replacing all 40-W fixtures with high efficiency T-8 fixtures are
identified. These mutually exclusive options are then incorporatedinto the i
mm
supply curve as follows:
• re-sort all LEC measures of the mutually exclusive set (lowestto highest i
LEC)
• calculatethe additional energy (kWh) savings obtained by implementing i
the next lowest LEC in the list instead of the minimum LEC measure (the |
measure above), ioe., calculate the marginal energy savings
delete the next lowest LEC from the list and supply curve development if R
the marginal savings are negative. (Note--a negative marginal savings
ii
indicatesthat the measure is dominated by lower LEC option - it saves
less energy at a higher cost per unit.) i
• calculate the incremental(marginal)annualized total cost of implement-
ing each of the remaining measures
li
• calculate the marginal LEC as: marginal annualizedtotal cost/marginal
savings in
• sort all measures in ascendingorder by marginal LEC
• calculatethe cumulative savings as the sum of the marginal savings i
I
• plot the cumulative savings on the x-axis versus the marginal LEC on the
y-axis for all the measures. I
i
Breakpoints in the price schedule that were considered important are at mm
$O.023/kWh, $O.045/kWh,and $O.075/kWh. The lower breakpoint is the approxi- i
mate price that Fort Lewis currently pays for electricity. The middle
breakpoint is the approximateavoided cost for new electricitygenerating ii
facilities in the Pacific Northwest, and the upper breakpoint is chosen
arbitrarily as clearly not cost-effectivefor resources above that level, i
I
2.3.2 EfficiencyMeasures
The classes of potential electricalefficiencymeasures were jointly I
developed by PNL and TPU° These classes were then segmented into two
categories for each of the major sectors I) those that were most likely to be i
2.8 i
I
I implementedand 2) those that were not considered in the analysis,but may add
to the efficiency resource potential. The cost performance (energyuse) data
I for each of the was developed by PNL.
measures
BuildinqsSector
i Measures considered for the buildings sector were in the areas of light-
ing, hot water, and refrigeration.
m Lighting
• replacing incandescentbulbs with compact fluorescentin 15% of the
i indoor residentialfixtures, 75% of the indoor fixtures in otherbuildings, and 100% of the exterior fixtures
I • adding energy-efficientmagnetic ballaststo two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, nd 75-W tube
I • adding electronic ballasts to two-tube fluorescent fixtures using
34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes
• adding tunable electronic ballasts to two-tube fluorescentfixtures
I using 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes
• adding parabolicreflectors to two-tube fluorescentfixtures using
i 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes
• replacing two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W
tubes with new fixtures with reflectorsand electronic ballasts
I • replacingtwo-tube fluorescentfixtures using 75-W tubes with 150-W
high-pressuresodium lamps
I • replacing two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 75-W tubes with
single-tube75-W very-high-output(VHO) fixtures
I • replacing two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34- and 40-W tubes
with F-30 T-8 fixtures.
I replacements made constant level of service basis.
Lighting were on a
That is, if a replacementput out twice the level of light (measuredin







• increasing the insulationlevel of the tanks by wrapping all of the NN
water heaters w_th insulation J
• wrapping only new water heaters with insulation m
J• replacing 100% of the water heaters with high-efficiencywater
heaters with nonmetallic or lined tanks - Informationfrom the
Ft. Lewis staff indicatesthat life expectancy for water heaters is Nil
less than 5 years because of tank corrosioncaused by carbonic acid. II
In addition, TPU staff encouraged considerationof a water heater
replacementprogram with high-efficiencymodels, as that utility has IE
experiencedgreater success with a replacementprogram than with W
wrap programs.
• replacingwater heaters upon failure with high-efficiencywater I
heaters with nonmetallic or lined tanks. w
Refrigeration I
• Replacing 100% of existing residential-typerefrigerators.
Replacing refrigeratorswith high-efficiencymodels as they wear out I
lm
rather than implementinga straight replacementprogram as above was not con-
sidered because it is understood that all models now available are of the J
w
"efficient"variety. Consequently,there is little to no differentialbetween
replacement options. I
qm
Items not considered in the buildings sector that may add to the effi-
ciency resource potential are iw
• incandescentlighting - Replace fixtures to accommodatecompact
fluorescentto increase the penetration levels in addition to •
replacing bulbs in fixtures that will accept them. |
• lighting controls - Implementcontrols to adjust for daylighting
and/or occupancy. Daylightingcontrols are reportedly in operation m
in Building 3670.
• HVAC - Improve heating and/or cooling efficienciesin buildings having
electric heating and/or cooling equipment through a combinationof i
higher-efficiencyequipment, improving the building envelope thermal Q
integrity, and/or improvingoperation practices.
mm
• heat recovery - Recover heat from exhaust airstreams in building I






I • low-flow shower heads - This measure is reported to be in place inmost, if not all, applications.
I Pumps/Motors
Measures considered for the pumps/motors sector were motor replacements,
I as fol 1ows:
• water supply - Replace well pump motors with high-efficiencymotors.
I • water supply - Replace well pump motors with high-efficiencymotors
upon faiIure.
I, • treatment - Replace treatment effluent pump motors
sewage sewage
with high-efficiencymotors.
I • sewage treatment - Replace sewage treatment effluent pump motorswith high-efficiencymotors upon failure.
I For both water supply and sewage treatment subsectors,existing motorswere assessed individuallyfor r placementb cau e the number of operating
hours varied significantly,which has a large effect on the LEC. Also, given
I the range of costs and efficiency improvementby motor size, the reader is
referred to Appendix C for additionaldetail.
I Items that were not considered in the pumps/motorssector that may add to
the efficiency resource potential are
i • replacementof motors less than 10 horsepower - This option would
likely have high potentialfor motors that operate nearly continu-
I ously. However, an inventoryof the stock and operating scheduleswas not available, nor was an estimate developed.
• modificationof related systems - One examplewould be to increase
I pipe size to reduce horsepowerrequired to maintain pressure.
• implementationof operation and control practices - This option
I provides for automated operation of the water supply system.
Distribution
I Measures considered for the distributionsector were transformer
replacementand voltage regulation:
I • Replace existing transformerswith high-efficiencyunits. Existing






that the cost and efficiency improvementvary by size category,the I
reader is referred to Appendix D for additional detail.
i
• Regulate the voltage of the distributionsystem so that the most l
distant point on individualfeeders meets minimum voltage require-
ments under all loading conditions of the feeder. Although insuffi- m
cient informationis available to quantify this resource, it is m
estimated to provide a reduction of I% to 3.5% in total baseload at
a cost up to $O.01/kWh.
Items that were not considered in the distributionsector that may add to
the efficiency resource potential are
NB
• replacementof existing transformersas they fail with high- '_B
efficiency units, which may improve the cost-effectivenessof this
measure
• the value of other distributionimprovements,such as reconductoring
feeders and adding capacitors to reduce line losses and improve
power factors. I
Exterior Lighting
The only measure considered for this sector was the replacementof 100% I
of the existing incandescentlighting that is less than 200 W in residential i
applicationswith compact fluorescent.
Items that were not considered in the exterior lighting sector that may m
add to the efficiency resource potential are t
• installationof new, and replacementof faulty, photocells to reduce
or eliminateexterior lighting during daylight hours l
• replacementof existing low-efficiencyHID with lightingwith high-
efficiency units I
• replacementof incandescentlighting that is greater than 200 W with




10 CFR 436. November 20, 1990, "Federal Energy Management and Planning 'I







I 3.0 BASELINE AND EFFICIENCy ESTIMATES
:
I The estimated electricity use baseline and the supply curve relating the
- efficiency resource potential are discussed in this section. Section 3.1 pro-
I vides an overview of the building stock to show numbers of buildingsand
amount of floorspace by building type. The estimated energy use baselines by
"i sector, subsector, and end use are presented in Section 3.2. The supply curve
B of estimated electric energy efficiency is contained in Section 3.3, the net
present value is discussed in Section 3.4, and the criteria for choosing effi-
ciency measures are given in Section 3.5.
I For background, Fort L_wis houses approximately25,000 full-time resi-dents, which inclu emilitary personnel and dependents, and has a daytime
population of approximately35,000 persons. In 1989, total facility energy
I. coTnsumptionwas approximately2.5 trillion Btu, of which 43% was provided by
natural gas, 31% by oil, and 26% by electricity. The fuel cost of over
I $]2 million comprised37% electricity,37% natural gas, and 26% oil.
During the period 1986 through 1987, annual electricityconsumption
i from MWh to MWh at cost from $3.5 to
ranged 181,000 197,000 a ranging
$4.5 million. In 1989, electricity consumptionwas approximately
193,000 MWh and cost $4.5 million, at an average price of $0.023/kWh(iincludingdemand charges).
I 3.1 BUILDINGS SECTOR PROFILE
i The estimated 4457 buildings on the post have approximately23.9 millionsquare feet of floorspace. Table 3.1 summarizesthe buildings sector in terms
of floorspace, number of buildings, and average floorspace by building type.
I Nine of the 16 identified building types account for over 90% of the
i total square footage. Family housing comprisesthe largest share of floor-space, accounting for ne rly 25% of the total. T is is followed by barracks






TABLE 3.1. Fort Lewis Building Stock Description I
Percentage Average
Floorspace of Total Number of Floor_pace
BuildinqType (ft_) Floorspace Buildinqs (ft_ P
Single-Family 3,207,801 13.4 1,811 1,721 I
Multifamily 2,675,095 11.2 394(a) 1,579(b) I
Concrete Barracks 3,209,566 13.4 79 40,627 ..m
Wood Barracks 1,461,523 6.1 291 5,022 i
Office/Administration 2,892,262 12.1 715 4,045
Warehouse 2,933,673 12.3 446 6,578 I
Motor Poc_ 1,926,594 8.0 252 7,645 '-
Hangar 366,005 1.5 8 45,751 i
Dining Halls 124,377 0.5 24 5,182 -
Clubs 112,168 0.5 8 14,021 i
|Old Madigan Hospital 736,651 3.1 79 9,325
New Madigan Hospital 2,000,000 8.4 1 2,000,000 mm
Commissary 105,000 0.4 1 105,000 i
Computer Center 15,398 0.1 I 15,398
Simulators 54,200 0.2 2 27,100 i
qP
Other 2,116,933 8.8 345 6,136
Total 23,937,246 4,457 I
(a) Contains 1694 living units, h
(b) Average floorspace per living unit. |
Office/administrationbuildings and warehouses comprise the next largest i
lp
shares with over 12% each. These are followed by other with nearly 9%, the
New Madigan Hospital with over _, and motor pools with 8% of the total i
ifloorspace.
3.2 ELECTRICITYUSE BASELINE I
The limited availabilityof metered data created a challenge in devel-
Ioping the baseline electricityuse. The Fort is served by three substations,






I separately by TPU for both demand and power use. Aside from the commercial
(nonappropriated)buildings on the Fort, these are the only sites where elec-
m tricity use for the installationis metered. A total of 17 feeder lines from
these three substationsprovide all electrical power to the Fort.
I We metered each substation and feeder separately and collected time-
series data for 4 consecutivemonths. The metering was done primarily to
I measure the electric demand profile for the Fort and to determinethe relativecontributionsto that demand of each of the three substationsand 17 feeders.
I The secondary purpose was to provide the only metered data for an accurateassessment of the el ctrical energy use intensitiesof the building stcck.
i The areas and primary b_ildingsat the Fort serviced by each of thefeeders is given in Table 3.2. The percentage of the total load served by
each substation and the percentageof the substation load served by each
m feeder are shown. The areas or primarybuildings served are also displayed in
descending order of electrical load on the feeder.
I We used this informationt_ ascertain and pinpoint the potential for
_ energy efficiency opportunities in the various sectorsof the Fort served by
i the 17 feeders, for both demand and baseload savings. The data were also used
to more accuratelydetermine t',._estimatedenergy use and energy use intensi-
I ties of each of the defined building types at the Fort. Without this metered
information,we would have performedthe analysis using billing data from the
I three substations;thus, much more uncertaintywould be associatedwith thisfoundationalanalysis. The feeder-levelmetered data give a more reliable,
i accurate indicatorof the electrical energy use for individualfacilities andgro ps of facilities and mor accuratelyportray the efficiencypoten al t
the Fort.
m The results of the metering study showed that the Fort has a daily base-
load of 15,000 to 17,000 kW, and that the peak demand of 27,000 to 30,000 kW
I usually occurs before noon, depending upon the season. The data revealed that








TABLE 3.2. Substations and Feeders Serving Fort Lewis m
% Total Feeder No. (%
Substation Load Substation Load) Areas/BuildinqServed I
m
Madigan 13 MI (3) Residential/Warehouse
M2 (32) New Madigan Hospital m
M3 (65) Warehouse/MotorPool/Office
1
South 34 $2 (14) Residential/Warehouse/Office/Dining 1
$3 (17) Barracks/Office/MotorPool/Warehouse m
$4 (32) Residential/Clubs
SS (37) Office/Barracks/MotorPool/Hangar m
Central 53 AI (5) Switching Alternate
A2 (14) Barracks/Office/Warehouse I
A3 (10) Clubs/Warehouse
A4 (16) Office/Barracks m
AS (18) Barracks/MotorPool/Office/Hangar m
A6 (18) Office/MotorPool/Warehouse
A7 (<I) Switching Alternate
AB (2) New Madigan Hospital
lm
Ag (12) School/LogisticsCenter -m
m AIO (5) Old Madigan/Office/Barracks/Resid. m
Total 1o0
!
From the data, we also determined that most of the 16(a)feeder loads were
not temperature-dependent;therefore, opportunitiesfor electrical energy
savings (kilowatt-hours)exceed the opportunitiesfor demand savings
(kilowatts). I
These data are pivotal for pointing out the areas of the Fort served by
the feeders for further detailed evaluation of electrical use reduction poten- m
mtial. For example, it was evident that the Central substation load would have
the most potentialfor reducing both demand and energy use. FeedersA5, Ad, mi
and A9 all showed significantpeak demand of greater than 2500 kW during I
!
(a) One of the feeders was a switchingalternate and no load was measured




I the monitoring period. These feeders serve barracks,offices,motor pools,
warehouses, and the logistics center, facilitieswhere both demand and energy
i savings potential are greatest.
Estimates indicate that the buildings sector accounts for over 80% of
I the electricity use at Fort Lewis. Given this, and the number of building
types that comprise the buildings sector use, the estimatedEUIs developed for
m the sector by building type are discussed before the baselineprofile; these
m are displayed in Table 3.3. The estimated EUIs provide the intensityof
energy use by the four end uses (lighting,domestic hot water, refrigeration,
m and other) and for the building total. Detail on the developmentof the
buildings sector EUIs is contained in Appendix B; the baseline developmentfor
I the other sectors respectiveappendixes.
three is discussed in their
m TABLE 3.3. BuildingsSector ElectricityEnd-Use Intensities
EUI (kWh/ftZ-yr)
I Building Type Liqhtinq DHW Refriqeration Other Total
Single Family 1.31 2.90 0.77 2.91 7.89
m Multifamily 1.39 2.86 0.76 2.88 7.89Concrete Barracks 3.25 3.75 7.00
Wood Barracks 0.74 0.67 1.41
i Office/Admin. 3.58 0.54 3.71 7.83
Warehouse 2.05 0.01 1.70 3.76
I Motor Pool 2.66 0.60 1.91
5.17
Hangar 2.97 0.25 2.50 5.72
i Dining Halls 10.00 48.00 58.00
Clubs 10.29 21.50 31.79
I Old Madigan Hospital 6.11 11.95 18.06New Madigan Hospital 3.00 1.00 4.00
Commissary 7.00 43.00 50.00
I Computer Center 7.64 24.43 32.07
Simulators 4.24 0.06 84.20 88.50






Other than family housing, most domestic hot water was supplied through m
an onsite fossil-fueledboiler or through a district heating system,which
in a low or no electrical EUI for that end use. Similarly, residen- Iresults
tial types of refrigeratorswere not present in most building types other than
family housing. A significantnote is the low EUIs for the New Madigan Hospi- m
m
tal; these are expected to increase markedly once the hospital is commissioned
and in full operation in mid-lg93, m
m
The estimatedbaseline by sector, subsector, and end use is shown in
Table 3.4. i
The estimatedtotal consumptionof 197,000 MWh compares well with actual
levels of approximately195,000MWh. Therefore, it is felt that the estimated m
n
consumptionprovides a reasonable approximationof the actual. Within this
total, the buildings sector accounts for 86%, pumps/motorsfor over 2%, dis- m
Itribution for nearly 8%, and exterior lighting for nearly 4%.
From an end-use standpoint,total lighting energy is estimated to m
Iaccount for nearly 35% of the total, hot water for over 10%, refrigerationfor
over 2%, and the remaining 52% by all other uses. Fluorescentlighting is mm
estimated to comprise about two-thirdsof the total lighting energy, m
Four building types (single-family,multifamily,concrete barracks, and mm
office/administration)each account for over 10% of total consumption and, m
combined, are estimated to account for over 45% of total annual electricity
mmmL
consumption. Only three other building types (warehouse,motor pool, and the N
Old Madigan Hospital) are estimated to consume more than 5% of the total,
although the New Madigan Hospital share of the total is expected to increase m
m
significantlywhen it is in full operation.
3.3 ELECTRIC EFFICIENCY SUPPLY CURVE I
The LEC and efficiency resource by each of the measures considered (see m
mSection 2.3.2) and the cumulative efficiency resource are shown in Table 3.5.
The levelized cost ranges from $O.O022/kWhfor replacing domestic hot water 8
mheaters on failure with high-efficiencynonmetallic units to over $O.26/kWh








TABLE 3.5. Levelized Energy Cost and Efficiency Resource by Measure and mm
Cumulative EfficiencyResources
Marginal Cumulative lAnnual Annual
Marginal Energy Energy Initial
Levelized Use Use CapitalCost lh
Real Cost Decrease Decrease (1991$ IMeasure (S/kWh} (kWh} (kWh} thousands}
DHW: ROF(a) @.0056 2,427,754 2,427,754 1,439 1
WS: ROF - Well #18 0.0066 13,810 2,441,564 1 m
J l v
DHW: Complete replacementla) 0.0081 167,431 2,608,995 1,572
FI-75-W: New fix. w/refl., ballast 0.0098 1,318,273 3,927,268 220 I
Fl-40-W: New fix. w/refl., ballasttbl'" 0.0166 25,915,995 29,843,263 6,662 mI l
Fl-34-W: New fix. w/refl., ballast&c) 0.0167 957,498 30,800,761 250
ST: RDF - Effluent pumps @.0181 30,747 30,831,508 8 1
Inc.: Replace w/compact fl @.0203 6,199 405 37,030 913 754 1
1
TRANS: 50 kVA Transformers 0.0210 1,500 308 38,531,221 619
TRANS:37.5 kVA Transformers 0.0228 699 314 39,230,535 313 1
WS: ROF - Well #19 @.0251 5,522 39,236,057 2 1
mm
WS: RDF - Well #15 @.0263 6,955 39,243,012 3
TRANS: 25 kVA Transformers @.0275 606,455 39,849,467 327 lm
TRANS: 75 kVA Transformers @.0335 865,947 40,715,414 569 1
1
WS: ROF - Well #10 0.0357 32 40,715,446 <i
TRANS: 100 kVA Transformers @.0373 120,387 40,835,833 88
1
WS: ROF - Sequal spring 0.8562 24,573 40,860,406 21 1
1WS: RDF - Well #13 0.0567 2,869 40,863,275 2
_RANS: 200 kVA Transformers 0.0605 374,132 41,237,407 443
1
WS: ROF - Well #14 0.0613 3,528 41,240,935 3 1
1WS: ROF - Well #12 @.0613 7,498 41,248,433 7
TRANS: 15 kVA Transformers @.0771 205,211 41,453,644 310
TRANS: 300 kVA Transformers 0.0800 206,202 41,659,846 324
1
FI-4@-W: InstallF30 T-8 fixtures_b)"" @.1061 2,483,238 44,143,084 9,699 m
Refrigerators: Replace @.1113 1,387 167 45,530,251 1,843
WS: ROF - Well #9 @.1165 494 45,530,745 <I l
1TRANS: 500 kVA Transformers @.1180 208,314 45,739,059 482
TRANS: 750 kVA Transformers @.1333 176,512 45,915,571 461
TRANS: 1000 kVA Transformers 0.1410 53,305 45,968,876 147 1
1TRANS: 1500 kVA Transformers @.1419 92,446 46,061,322 257
TRANS: 5 kVA Transformers @.1564 6,398 46,067,72@ 2@
TRANS: 250@ kVA Transformers @.1582 15,074 46,082,794 47 1
1WS: ROF - Well #17 @.2615 878 46,083,672 3
Fl-34-W: InstallF30 T-8 fixturestc) 3.7801 1,985 46,085,657 340
i





I The cumulative efficiency resource column provides the total resource avail-
able as successivemeasures are considered, adding in the marginal contribu-
I tion by measure. In cases where the measures are not mutually exclusive, such
as transformer and motor replacementon failure, the annual resource is added
i to Lhe cumulative total. In cases where the measures are mutually exclusive,such as lighting and water heater measures, only the marginal increment pro-
vided by the successive measure is added to the cumulativetotal. For exam-
m ple, in the case of retrofittingfluorescentfixtures having 40-W tubes with
reflectors and ballasts that provide 25,916 MWh of resource or replacing these
I fixtures with T-8 fixtures having 30-W tubes that provide 28,399 MWh of
resource, the additional resource provided by the latter measure is 2,483 MWh.
m The levelized cost and efficiency resource are displayed
annual columns
graphically in Figure 3.1. The supply curve is relativelyflat through a
m levelized cost of about $O.026/kWh,providing over 42,000 MWh of efficiency
resource. At costs above $O.026/kWh,the slope increases significantlyand
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For the efficiency measures selected,the estimatedelectric efficiency
resource by sector and end use are presented in Table 3.6 for the three cost
categories. ' i
The total estimated electric efficiency resource available at a cost of
$O.075/kWh and less is 43,733 average annual MWh, representing4.99 average i
annual MW of capacity. Of this, 86% is available at less than $O.023/kWh,
with another 13% available at between $0.024 and $O.045/kWh,and the remaining i
JI% at a cost of $0.046 to $O.075/kWh.
In the lower cost range, over 37,000 average annual MWh are provided by B
i
efficiency improvementsto water heaters, water supply pumps, interior light-
ing, exterior lighting,water treatmentpumps, and voltage regulation. This i
g
represents over 4 average annual MW of capacity. Additionaltransformer and
water supply pump replacements,in addition to a differentset of lighting and i
|water heating improvements,contribute another 5,907 MWh (0.7 average MW
capacity) to the resource potentialfor the mid-range cost. The upper cost
range contains another 412 MWh provided by additional replacementsof water g
supply pumps and transformers. Lightingmeasures account for over 90% of the
efficiency resource available in the lower cost range and nearly 85% of the i
i
resource of the total resource availableup to a cost of $O.075/kWh.
TABLE 3.6. Electric EfficiencyResource Availabilityby End Use and i
Cost Range
Cost Ranqe i
$0.00 to $0.024 to $0.046 to Total
End Use $O.023/kWh $O.045/kWh $O.075/kWh MWh i
U
Refrigeration 0 0 0 0
Water Heating 778 1,817 0 2,595
=Lighting 34,391 2,485 0 36,876
Pumps/Motors 45 12 38 95 m
Transformers 2,200 1,593 3!4 4,167 i






i 3.4 NET PRESENT VALUE
As discussed in Section 2.0, in addition to the supply curve method-
I ology, the NPV of each energy efficiency measure was
alternative calculated.
The results are given in Table 3.7. This approach,required of federal agen-
i cies, is designed to allow evaluation of each alternativeas an investment. A
positive NPV indicatesthat the benefits of an alternativeoutweigh its costs,
m and the higher the NPV of an alternative,the more attractive it is. In thebsence of subsidies (cost-sharingor rebates),and real energy price escala-
tion, the maximum NPV option from a set of mutually exclusive options will be
m the one that has a marginal LEC closest to the federal facility's cost of
energy without exceeding the cost.
i
3.5 CHOOSING ENERGY EFFICIENCYMEASURES
m The informationdeveloped in Section3.0 will allow the utility and Fort
to choose the electric energy efficiency measures to install in the site-wide
i retrofit. The choices will hinge on the final cost-sharingagreementas well
as agreement on the LEC "cutoff" and NPV criteria. These are discussed below.
i 3.5.1 Criteria
Using the LEC values, efficiency measures up to the cost of the marginal
i supply resource for Bonneville ($O.045/kWh)may
be considered cost-effective.
All options that are not part of mutually exclusive sets that have LECs less
i than the avoided cost should be selected. Options that are part of mutually
exclusive sets should be chosen if they have the LEC closest to the avoided
m cost of energy, while not exceeding the avoidedcost. A federal agency isrequired to select energy efficiency options based on the NPV. Therefore_ the
option with the highestNPV should be considered cost-effectiveby the Fort.
l These two criteria can lead to identicalchoices of options under the
t followingconditions"
I. The installationbears the full cost of installingthe measure.
l 2. The is no real energy price escalation.









NPV Decrease IEnd Use Option (199] $) (MWh)
Refrigeration Replace with high efficiency 80,358 1,387 mn
models |
Water heating Immediate replacement with 2,125,959 2,595,185 m
high efficiencymodels I
Lighting Replace with compact 927,856 6,199
Incandescent fluorescent m
l
34-W fl Replace with new fixt. with 277,917 957
standard electronic ballast m
m
40-W fl Replace with new fixt. with 7,454,913 25,916
standard electronic ballast
and parabolic reflector m
75_w fl Replace with new fixt. with 410,348 1,318
standard electronic ballast l
and parabolic reflector |
Water Supply Pumps Replace upon failure 4,739 25 1
Sequal Spring B
Well #9 Replace upon failure 29 0.50
I
Well #10 Replace upon failure 8 0.03 l
WelI #12 Replace upon faiIure I,362 7 i
B
Well #13 Replace upon failure 550 3
WelI #14 Replace upon faiIure 641 4 1
Well #15 Replace upon failure 1,806 7
1
WelI #18 Replace upon faiIure 4,192 14 l
Well #19 Replace upon failure 1,448 6
l








I End Use OD_ion (]g91 $) (MWh)
Transformers
m 15 kVA Replace with high efficiency 37,004 205
25 kVA Replace with high efficiency 197,780 606
m 37.5 kVA Replace with high efficiency 237,665 699
50 kVA Replace with high efficiency 517,748 1,500
I 75 kVA Replace with high efficiency 267,148 866
100 kVA Replace with high efficiency 35,792 120
m 200 kVA Replace with high efficiency 85,771 374
m 300 kVA Replace with high efficiency 35,395 206
500 kVA Replace with high efficiency 12,517 208
m 750 kVA Replace with high efficiency 2,672 177
m (a) Discount Rate: 4.7%.Fuel Escalation: NIST.
Fort pays 15% of capital costs.
I Fort pays all O&M costs for all years.
m if the capital cost of a measure is cost-shared,the measure may beselected on the NPV ba is even tho gh ts LEC is above the in tallation'scost
of energy. This occurs because the LEC is intended to reflect the true cost
I of the energy conserved, and therefore includes the entire cost of the
measure, regardless of who pays for it. The NPV, on the other hand, is a
I measure of the attractivenessof an investment from the installation'spoint
of view, and hence only includes the installation'sportion of the cost (capi-
I tal cost).
If the installationpays for only 15% of the cost of the measure (85%






of electricity have positive NPVs. Most of the measures that would be chosen 1
on the basis of a positive NPV (those shown in Table 3.7) would not be chosen
on the basis of LEC assuming an avoided cost equal to the price of electricity 1
l
paid by the installation.
3.5.2 .l_xamPle I
For example, based on NPV data, the best choice for retrofittingfluo-
m
rescent lighting fixtures having 40-W tubes is a new fixture with electronic m
ballast and reflector. This choice also shows a LEC of $O.0166/kWhwhich will
also be acceptable to the utility. Another viable choice for fixture replace- 1
1
ment may be retrofittingwith a higher efficiency type T-8 fixture. The NPV
is near that of the high-efficiencyfixture and the LEC is $O.0245/kWh,below m
l
the Bonneville avoided cost. However, the marginal LEC for this retrofit is
$O.0378/kWhwhich is well above long-term avoided cost. Based on these data, 1
1this technology may not be selected.
Other choices analyzed (shown in Appendix B) included ballast replacment II
l(only) or adding reflectors for replacement. These choices had a lower NPV, a
negative marginal energy savings compared to complete fixture replacement. mm
These technologiesalso had higher LECs compared to the complete fixture l
replacement.
i
In conclusion,examination of the results of the analysis conducted in 1
this assessment (with the above cost-sharingsplit) show that the choice of
criteria (LEC or NPV) will not significantlyaffect the ultimate choice of l
energy efficiency measures to be installed at the Fort. The most desirable
measure_, in terms of both overall energy savings and in terms of NPV could be m
1
selected and implementedusing either criteria. If all positive NPV measures
less than the Bonneville avoided cost were implemented,the combined NPV would i
























m Data sources used to characterizethe baseline and electric energy
efficiency resource include databasesmaintained by the Fort, energy studies
m conductedpreviously for the Fort, and informationavailablefrom other
sources. These sources are described in this appendix.
I A.1 DATABASES
I A.1.1 Buildinq/FacilityDatabase - Base Format (Fort Lewis - Electronic File)
The database file provided by Fort Lewis contains informationon 3399
m non-family housing structures located on the main post, includingall
permanent and temporary buildings, and nonbuildings (e.g., sheds and shade
m covers, which are typically unconditioned). Virtually all of the buildingsare a part of the regular Army and civilian contingent. A few (10 to 20) are
a part of the Army Reserve function. Not included in this database are family
m housing units.
The database contains the followingfive columns of informationfor each
m structure-
I • building number
• building use description by original function
m • number of floors - Those with "0" floors are meant to be primarilynonbuilding structures (e.g., boat ramps, shade covers, latrines,
other similar nonconditioneditems). Some miscoding has occurred
m ,,while several "overheadcovers" are
(e.g., "fire station" is "0,
"I").
m • ,official, square footage of structure - This includes conditionedand unconditionedareas of structure and may include external areas
(e.g., carports, shade roofs). Again, some miscoding is present in
the form of enclosed structureswith a "0" area.
I • code indicating current use of structure - This is a five-digit






A.I.2 Buildinq Type Codinq List (Fort Lewis - Paper Copy) m
This list contains three-digitcategory codes used by the Army to mm
categorize all buildings and facilities by their type (e.g., hangar, barracks) m
or area of use (e.g., airfield, shipyard).
mm
A.I.3 Buildinq/FacilityDatabase (IFS) (Fort Lewis - Paper Copy) g
This printout contains informationon the breakdownof housing areas m
m(e.g., size, number of units, age, location,constructiontype). This print-
out also appears to contain the same informationon all other buildings on the m
post. No electronic copy was available at the time. m_
A.1.4 Real Property Housinq List (Fort Lewis - Paper Cop.y) m
mThis document includes a breakdownof single-familyresidentialhousing
by area and quantity, lt provides informationnot availableelsewhere, mm
m
A.I.5 Enerav Use Spreadsheet (Fort Lewis - Electronic File)
This spreadsheetpresents various compilationsof energy use for the post m
mm
from 1986 to 1989. lt includesmonthly energy use for electricity,natural
gas, and #2 and #6 fuel oil. The use is displayed accordingto user- primary m
mpost, housing, and National Guard.
A.1.6 Enerqv and Demand by Substation Feeder Spreadsheet (Fort Lewis - m
mBElectronic File)
These spreadsheetsprovide monthly metered energy and demand levels for m
I
severalyears for the post.
A.1.7 Housinq and Water Pump Meter Readinq Spreadsheet (Fort Lewis - m
m
Electronic File}
This spreadsheetcontains monthly meter reading values from the Fort- m
owned meters in place at various housing areas and certain water pumping sta-
tions. Also included are similar readings for the various substationfeeders m
mthroughout the Fort.
A.I.8 Post Maps {Fort Lewis) g
One set of maps includes building 1_umbersfor all identifiablebuildings





I visit to identifygroups of buildings and facilitieswith their respective
substation feeders.
I A.I.g Computer-AidedDesiqn (CAD) Drawinqs of RepresentativePost Buildinqs
(Fort Lewis)
m The post CAD drawings provided no connected load, constructiontype, or
occupancy information. Printoutsof the CAD layouts were available for use in
I additional data-gatheringby walk-through
audits.
A.1.10 Post TransformerSpreadsheet (Fort Lewis - Electronic File)
I The database file provided by Fort Lewis contains informationon the 2059
pole and pad mount transformers,switches, and capacitors located on the main
I post. Approximately2029 are actual transformers. According to Fort Lewis
personnel, this file was very recently upgraded based on a survey required by
m the u.s. EnvironmentalProtection (EPA).
Agency
The following 14 columnsof data are includedin the database:
I • item number (primarilysequential)
m • manufacturer
• number of cycles
m . impedancevalue (sometimes"0")
• cooling medium (e.g.,oil, air)
I • manufacturer'sserial number
m • number of phases
• kVA rating (sometimes"0")
m • style (not usually indicated)
• type (not usually indicated)
I • primary (high side) voltage
• secondary (low side) voltage
I • service type (e.g.,pole mount, pad mount)






A.2 FORT LEWIS ENERGY STUDIES m
A.2.1 Enerq_ ResourcesManaqement Plan 1987 (Fort Lewis - Report)
m
The Energy Resources Management Plan completed in January 1987 includes m
economic analyses of various building conservationprojects involving m
insulation, infiltration,controls, reduced water flows, lighting, and storm m_
windows. This study considered only nonfamily housing buildings on the post.
m
Reevaluations of other Fort-wideenergy projects are also included. Packaged I
projects that include floor, ceiling, and wall insulation,as well as infil-
tration sealing, controls, and other measures are estimated to save over I
$3 million at a simple payback of less than 5 years. The report evaluated the
consolidationof two central distributionplants along with a waste incinera- m_
mtor. The distributionplant consolidationis already in progress. The feas-
ibility of an emergency management control system (EMCS) for the post was
studied and found to be practical in only the North Fort area. The report m
provides only minimal informationon the building stock on the post.
m
A.2.2. Fort Lewis Enerqy Savinqs Opportunity Survey 1987 (Fort Lewis - m
Report)
m
In this two-volume report with appendixes,potentialenergy conservation m
opportunities (ECOs) in the building stock are examined and other ECOs studied m
previously are reviewed. For the building stock, 91 buildingswere surveyed
to estimate the energy conservationpotential in approximately1400 buildings
the post from a list of 49 energy conservationmeasures. I
m_
on
A.2.3 Enerqv Survey of Army Dininq Facilitiesat Fort Lewis, Washinqton
(United IndustriesCorporation - Report UIC-8601) I
This 1986 survey reports on an energy audit and analysis of 38 dining mm
facilities on the post to identify retrofit and operationopportunitiesfor m
improving energy efficiency.
A.2.4 Electric Substation Monitorinq 1990 (Fort Lewis - Report) m
This test report describes monitoring conducted to measure the electric m
demand profile of the Fort and to determine the contributionto the total m_







I A.2.5 Electric Profile 1990 Lewis - Report)
Commissary (Fort
This test report documentsmeasurementsof the total energy consumption
I in the commissary to determine energy use and demand per square
foot and to
determinewhether energy conservationopportunitiesexist in the commissary.
I
A.3 SECONDARY INFORMATION
l Secondary sources of informationwere also useful in characterizingthe
baseline and energy efficiency resource of the Fort. These included the
l followingdocuments-
A.3.1 ConservationResources Suppl_ Document, Draft 1990 (Bonneville)
m Report providingtechnical documentationof informationused to develop
the BonnevilleDraft 1990 ConservationSupply Document.
m A.3.2 TechnicalAppendix to ConservationSupply for the 1990 Power Plan 1989
(NorthwestPower Planninq Council)
l Report providing technicaldocumentationof informationused to develop
the Northwest Power Planning Council (NWPPC)estimate of electric energy
m in the PacificNorthwest.efficiency
resources
A.3.3 Descriptionof Electric Enerqy Use in Sinqle-FamilyResidences in themm
m Pacific Northwest, July 1989 (Bonneville,DOE/BP-13795-21)
Report providing summary informationon end-use metered consumptionof
t electricity in 499 residences in the Pacific Northwestduring the period
September 1984 through May 1988.
m A.3.4 Descriptionof Electric Enerq.yUse in Commercial Buildinqs in the
Pacific Northwest, December 1989 (Bonneville,DOE/BP-13795-22)
m Report providingsummary informationon end-use metered consumptionof
electricityin nearly 100 commercial buildings in the Pacific Northwest during




























I BUILDINGS SECTOR BASELINE AND EFFICIENCYASSESSMENT
m To assess total building energy use and conservationpotentialat Fort
Lewis, a complete picture of the Fort's building stock and typical energy use
m was developed through a three-step process. The entire post building stock
was categorized by basic building type or function,and total square footages
I of conditionedspace for each type were derived. End-use intensities(EUI)
(kWh/ft2 yr) for the various energy uses (end uses) for each building type
I were estimated and applied to the square footage of each building type toarrive at a total energy use value for each end use for all buildingson the
post. These values were then used in assessingpotential post-wide energym
U savings for specific conservationmeasures.
B.I BUILDING STOCK CATEGOR!.ZATION
mm
The building database provided by Fort Lewis contained informationon all
I Fort nonresidentialfacilities. This includes nonbuilding
all facilities
(e.g., sheds, bus stop shelters, flagpoles,walkways). The database is gen-
I erally set up to use a "numberof floors" value of "0" to identify
nonbuilding-typestructures. Therefore, the original sorts (by three-digit
I code) of the database were based on all buildingswith one or more floors.This led to the omission of many obvious conditionedbuildings (apparently
miscoded with "0" floor). In addition,many facilities are coded under
I . ., " " ratherspecific operationalcategories,e g airfield" or "maintenance,
than categories that closely match the chosen prototypes.
I For these reasons, the remainder of the database was manually searched,
and additional five-digitcategories were identifiedas fitting with the
I prototypes. These buildings, as well as any obvious conditionedfacilities
with "0" floor codings, were added to the original database sort totals.
I Still remainingwas a small subset of buildingswith one or more floors but
"0" square footage. For these buildings,the square footage was obtained from





For residential buildingsnot included in the above database, different U
data sources were used. The Real Property Housing List and ResourcesManage-
ment Plan were used to arrive at total unit numbers for each housing area, as H
well as associated building numbers. The Building/FacilityDatabase - (IFS)
type contained square footage values for each unit and an indicationof build-
m
ing age and type, e.g., single,duplex. Because these data existed only in
paper form, they were manually transferred from the printout to arrive at i
|square footage totals for each type and vintage (year of construction)of
housing units.
The building type values derived from the various sources are summarized U
in Table B.I. n
U
TABLE B.I. Fort Lewis Building Stock Summary
mm
Total Area Average S_ze/Unit i
Buildinq Type (ft2) Building Count (ft_)
Single Residence 3,207,801 1,811 1,771 U
Multiple Residence 2,675,095 394 1,579(a)
TOTAL 5,882,896 2,205 N/A B
The vintage of all the residential units ranges from the early 1940s to
the 1980s; most were constructed in the 1950s to Ig6Os.
Barracks I
Three-story concrete 3,209,566 79 40,627
i
Includes all three-story facilities in Army code groups 721, 724 (none), i
and 725 (none): unaccompaniedenlisted personnel barracks-typestructures
with or without dining areas and associated latrine and other facilities II
(constructiontype not identified in database, but virtually all three- |
story units are known to be concrete/brick/masonry).
Barracks ITwo-story wood 1,461,532 29 15,022
Includesall two-story or less facilities in Army code groups 721, 74032, i
724 (none),and 725 (none)" unaccompaniedenlisted personnel barracks- U
type structures with or without dining areas and associated latrine and
other facilities (constructiontype not identifiedin database, but am





I TABLE B.I. (contd)
Total Area Average S_ze/Unit
I Buildinq Type (ft2) Buildinq Count (ft_)
Motor Pool 1,926,594 252 7,645
I Includesall facilities in Army code groups 210 through 229, plus
123 and
1212: all maintenance and production facilities for vehicles and
stationaryequipmentof all kinds.
I Dining Hall 124,377 24 5,182
I Includes al___!lfacilities in Army code group 722 and 74062" unaccompaniedpersonneldining fac lities.
I Office/Administration 2,892,262 715 4,045
Includesal___!lfacilities in Army code groups 131, 133, 171, 610, 620, 730
(none), 14131, 14182, 14183, 14185, 72330, 72360, and 73072" airfield
I communications,traffic control, training, headquarters,andad inistrative.
I Warehouse 2,933,673 446 6,577
Includes al___!lfacilities in Army code groups 124 (none), 143 (none),and
410 through 442" all supply and storage facilities includingfuel, dry,
I and refrigerated.
Old Madigan 736,651 79 9,324
I Includes al___!lfacilities in Army code groups 510 through 550 and 73045 -
all hospital, clinic, dental, and other medical facilities (not including
I the New Madigan Hospital). This includes facilities at the Old Madiganarea and elsewhere on the post.
Hangar 333,005 8 45,750
I New Madigan
Hospital (approximate)2,000,000 I 2,000,000
I Commissary 105,000 I 105,000
i Computer Center 15,398 I 15,398
Simulator(s) 54,200 2 27,100
I Club(s) 112,168 8 14,021
These values are based on informationfrom site personnel and manual




TABLE B.I. (contd) i
Total Area Average Si_e/Unit
Building Type (ft2) Buildinq Count (ft_) l
Other 2,116,933 345(b) 6,136(b)
FORT LEWIS GRAND TOTAL 23,937,346(b) 4,457(b) N/A l
l
(a) These 394 multiple residence buildingscontain a total of 1694 units "
and vary from duplexes to eight-unit complexes.
(b) Grand total includes all buildingswith number of floors greater than i
"0," plus major facilities not yet in database and buildingswith "0" J
floors identifiedas valid conditionedfacilities. This value and
"other"may be high or low due to database errors, as some buildings i
have incorrectlyidentifiednumbers of floors and missing sg_re |
footages.
General Notes" lt appears that many facilities are coded under i
specific operationalcategories,e.g., "airfield" or "maintenance,"
i
rather than the building types that we are used to. The accuracy of
matches of these Army building categories to identified building
prototypeswill vary. The use of some five-digit categories provided g
additionaldetail. Sorting based on the more detailed building
descriptionsmay be more useful. This would, however, require much •
more effort in scanning the entire database to identify the various |
building acronyms used for each type and may still be widely
inaccurate. I
B.2 END-USE INTENSITYAND BASELINE ESTIMATION
i
B.2.1 End-Use IntensityDevelopment i
EUIs can be very specific to certain buildings in any area. However, i
|for large groups of similarly operated buildings, an average EUI can be used
to estimate energy consumptionfor a specific end use. Several sources were m
consulted in estimating EUIs for the various end uses and building types i
represented. In some cases, an established EUI from regional forecasting
documents (Bonnevilleand NWPPC) and actual measurements (collected in the H
End-Use Load and Consumer Assessment Program [ELCAP])was used and/or modified
if the building type and use was a good match. Other EUIs were derived by
applying rated equipment capacities to an estimatedoperation schedule. Still
others were derived based on a combination of the two methods, i
B.4 I
!
l The EUIs were developed with the focus on identifyingelectricitycon-
sumption within major end uses with significantefficiency improvementpoten-
m tial; they were not developed to provide a detailed accountingof end-use
electricityconsumption. The major end uses identifiedwithin the buildings
I sector are
• interior lighting provided by incandescentlighting,fluorescent
lighting by fixtures with F-g6 tubes, F-40 tubes and F-34 tubes,
l high-intensity-discharge(HID) lighting
and
• hot water provided by residential-typeelectric water heaters
I • refrigerationprovided by residential-typeand -sized units.
I All other electricityconsumption is combined into the other category.The compositionof the consumption in this category is determined by the stock
of electricity-usingequipment in each of the building types and the use
i intensity. Although efficiency potential likely exists within this category,
it is building-typedependent and is not amenable to capture in a facility-
i wide efficiency improvementprogram supportedby
this assessment.
Electricity used for heating, ventilating,and air conditioning(HVAC)
I was not identified separately because few buildings have air-conditioning
equipment. In addition,most HVAC electricity use is for pumps and fans,
l which are not believed to have the level of efficiency resource potential
sought in this assessment.
I The developmentof the EUIs is described on the worksheets included in
this section of the appendix. The worksheets provide the EUI development









Resi dent i al Attached/Detached 1
Electricit_/ Baseline Development Notes
EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr) I
Liqhtina Hot Water .Refriqeration _ _ Total
m
BonneviIIe 17-25 1
NWPPC O.5 -3.0 -0.8 2.8 7.1 m
B
ELCAP 2.4 (a) 2.7 0.7 5.3 1.7 12.8
Fort Lewis 8.3 m
1






Total _ _ 0.77 _ _ 7.89
I
End-use intensities were developed using information on the amount of elec-
tricity delivered to family housing combinedwith secondary information, m
During the period July 1989 through June 1990, 48,484,626 kwh of electricity m
were delivered to family housing. This was reduced by 2% to reflect assumed
street lighting requirementsand by 1,291,000 kWh for assumed exterior light-
ing energy to provide energy used directly to serve occupant needs. This m
adjusted total provides an annual per square foot consumptionof 7.89 kWh, m
which serves as the control total for applying the secondary informationin
allocating among end uses. m
m
NWPPC End-Use Estimates (excludesheating and cooling)
kWh/vr kWh/ftZ-yr 1
Lighting
Internal 620 045 m
External 70 0.05 m
Hot Water 5000 3.0
Refrigeration 1156 0.83 m
Dryer 950 0.68 I
Television 200 0.14





m Fort LewisConsumptionData by HousinaArea









I Greenwood 3.1Hillside 12.6
Average 8.3
I OtherAssumptions


















Liqhtinq Hot Water Refriqeration _ Other Total
Bonneville 10-12 I
NWPPC O.5 -3.0 -0.8 2.8 7.I m
ELCAP 2.4 (a) 2.7 0.7 5.3 1.7 12.8 l
Fort Lewis 8.5 1






Total _ 2.86 O.7-"-6 _ _ 7.8-'-9
I
See notesfor SingleFamilyAttached/Detachedworksheet.Slightdifferences












m EuI Development (kWh/ftZ-yr)
Liqhtin..q Hot Water Refriqeration HVA____.CCOther Total
m BonneviIIe 10-12
NWPPC O,5 -3.0 -0.8 2.8 7.I
m ELCAP 2.4(a) 2.7 0.7 5.3 1.7 12.8





Total 4.24 _ _ _ 84.20 88.50
I
No secondary data were availablefor this category. The total EUI of
m 88.50 kWh was based upon an annualized estimate of simulatorelectricity con-sumption from met ring of the helicopter s ulator for a 2-week pe od.
Lighting energy consumptionis assumed to be about the same as the new admin-
istrationcategory and one electric hot water heater per simulator is assumed.
I in the other category would b_ accounted for primarily by the simu-
Energy use













EUI Development (kWh/ftZ-yr) m




ELCAP 12.8(a) 2.5 11.5(b) 8.5(c) 5.9 43.4
Fort Lewis 8.6 18.2 26.8 m
m
(a) Includes exterior lightingof 2.5. B
(b) Includes food preparation.
(c) Heating and cooling energy of 4.4 and fans and auxiliariesof 4.1. •
m
Assumed mFl orescent-40-w 2.06
Fluorescent-34-W
Incandescent 8.23 IHID
Total 10.29 21.50 31.79
I
EUls were developed using the NWPPC and ELCAP data and the portion of the din-
ing hall survey conducted for Fort Lewis that dealt with the clubs. The total
EUI is assumed to be an average oF _he ELCAP and Fort Lewis totals, with the m
ELCAP total reduced by its exterior lighting and heating and cooling energy
requirements(36.78 kWh). The interiorlighting EUI was assumed to be similar
to the ELCAP estimate and shared between fluorescentand incandescentby 20% m










m EUI Development (kWh/ftZ-yr)








m Incandescent 8.23HID __ __
Total 7.64 1.70 22.73 32.07
!
The EUI for the new administrationcategory is assumed as the baseline, with
m the following adjustments"
• Lighting is assumed to be about 50% higher than that of the new
administrationcategory.
• An air-conditioningEUI of 1.7 kwh is based on the ELCAP Office EUI
(this may be low) in place of the new administrationHVAC EUI.
m • The other category is assumedto be largely computer loads, which
may range from 5 to 40 kWh/ftZ-yr,so a value of 20 kWh was assumed









Old Madigan Hospital m
ElectricityBaseline DevelopmentNotes
EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr) m
Liqhtinq Hot Water Refriqeration HVAC Other Total
Bonneville 11.3 I










Total 6.11 11.95 18.06 m
The total EUI of 18.06 kwh is developed based upon actual consumptionof mm
10,158,600 kWh from October 1989 through October 1990. Lighting is assumed to g
be slightly higher than the new administrationcategory because of extended
operationhours in parts of the building. The other category contains cooling
for approximately 10% to 15% of the floorspace. No attempt was made to m











i New Madigan Hospital
ElectricityBaseline DevelopmentNotes
i EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr)











i Total 3.00 _ _ _ 4.00
The total EUI of 4 kWh is based upon actual reported consumptionof about
i 8 million kWh. Current consumption is assumed to be lighting-dominated;
minimal other equipment is ope_rating, lt is expected that consumptionwill
increase to at least 25 kWh/ft:-yrwhen the hospital is in full operation













EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr) N









Total 2.--3 _ _ _ _ D
i
In the other category it is assumed that 50% have
n
• fluorescentlighting with an EUI of 2.8 and high-wattage (>200 W) i
incandescentwith an EUI of 1.8
n
• hot water heating with an EUI of 0.6 i
• other equipment with an EUI of 4.0.
U












m EuI Development (kWh/ft2-yr)
Liqhtinq Hot Water Refriqeration HVA____CCOther Total
m Bonneville
(hotel/motel) 3.6 14-21
m NWPPC (hotel/motel) 21
ELCAP






m Total _ _ _ 3.75 7.00
m The EUIs were constructedfrom a survey of connectedload and assumed opera-ting schedules. The concrete b rracks are also assumed to operate year round
at 100% occupancy
m The other category includes these end uses:
Water cooler
m Room refrigeratorWasher and dryer
Stereo and television
m central heat control











Wood Barracks -- Not Upgraded m
ElectricityBaseline DevelopmentNotes
EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr) m




NWPPC (hotel/motel) 21 m






Total 0.3---6 _ _ _ _ _ m
The EUI was based upon a survey of connected load and assumed operating sched- m
ules. The wood barracks -- not upgraded subcategoryis assumed to be 30% m
occupied during the year. The not upgraded subcategory is assumed to account
for 70% of wood barracks floorspace, m
The other end-use category includes
Washer and dryer m
Stereo and television m
Heat controls.
m
The connected load for this subcategory is assumedto be lower than other m









m Wood Barracks -- Not Upgraded With Dayroom
ElectricityBaseline DevelopmentNotes
I EUI (kWh/ft2-yr)Development
.Li(lhtin_q Hot Water Refriqeration _ Other Total
m Bonneville
(hotel/motel) 3.6 14-21
m NWPPC (hotel/motel) 21
ELCAP
m Fort Lewis 18





m Total 0.70 o.61 i.31
m The EUls were developed from a survey of connected load and assumed operatingschedu es. This subcategory is assumed to be 3_ occupied during the ye r; it
also is assumed to account for 10% of wood barracks floorspace. The EUI for
lighting is higher than it is for the not upgraded subcategorybecause of
I extended operating hours.
m Other includesWasher and dryer
Stereo and television










Wood Barracks -- Upgraded W
ElectricityBaseline Development Notes
EUI Development (kWh/ftZ-yr) I
Liqhting Hot Water Refriqeration HVAC Other _otal
Bonneville I
(hotel/motel) 3.6 14-21








Total _ _ - m
II
The EUIs are based on a survey of connected load and assumed operating I
schedules. The wood barracks -- upgraded subcategory is assumed to be 50% m
occupied all year. This subcategory has higher installed lighting capacity
than the other wood barracks. This subcategoryis assumed to account for 20% mm





Room refrigerator IStereo and television
Heat controls.
The connectedload in the other category is higher than for the other wood m









I EUI Development (kWh/ft_-yr)
Liqhtinq Hot Water Refriqeration HVA._.__CCOther Total
Bonneville 7-8.7 16.6
I WPPC (small 5.17 0.50 13.5office)
l ELCAP 9.7(a) 0.4 8.5(b) 2.4 21Fort Lewis 18
I (a) 7.6 interior,2.1 exterior.
(b) 3.9 heating and cooling, 4.6 fans and auxiliaries.





1 Total 4.42 3.48 _ 9.85
I The EUI is based upon a connectedload survey and assumed operating schedules.HVAC energy is for fans and auxiliaryequipment; no cooling energy is assumed
for this category. The other EUI is lower than for the old administration
category because of observed equipmentloadings and the presence of nonoffice











EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr) i
i









Total 3.49 0.60 _ 3.29
I
The EUI is based upon a connected load survey and assumed operating schedules.
HVAC energy is for fans and auxiliaryequipment; no cooling energy is assumed
for this category. The other EUI is higher than for the new administration Q
category because of observed equipment loadings. The space comprises hallway
and offices, with no lobby, auditorium,or other nonofficefunctional use i











I New Motor Pool
Electricity Baseline Development Notes
m EUi Development (kWh/ftZ-yr)








HID 1.14 _--- __
i Total 2.71 _
The EUIs are based on a connected load survey and assumed operating schedules.
m The new motor pool subcategoryis assumed to account for 40% of total motorpool floorspace.
m other includesHVAC
fan coil





I dhw circulationShop Equipment
compressor


































l Old Hotor Pool -- Upgraded
ElectricityBaseline DevelopmentNotes
l EUI Development (kWh/ftZ-yr)









i Total 2.86 0.99 -- 0.61
The EUIs are based on a connected load survey and as)umed operating schedules.












Old Motor Pool -- Not Upgraded 1
ElectricityBaseline DevelopmentNotes
EUI Development (kWh/ftZ-yr) l
l









Total 2.58 _-§-9 _ 0.61
I
The EUIs are based on a connected load survey and assumed operating schedules.
The old motor pool -- not upgraded subcategory is assumed to account for 50% II
of the total motor pool floorspace. m


















m Fort Lewis 10.2 48.3 58.5(audit)





Total 10.00 48.00 58.00
m The dining hall EUIs are based on a connectedload survey, a dining hall audit












Hangar -- Full Service ll
ElectricityBaseline DevelopmentNotes
EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr) I







Fluorescent-34-W 1.26 IIncandescent 0.05
FIID 1.26
Total 2.97 0.25 4.79 8.01
I
The hangar -- full service EUI is based on a connected load survey and an













m Hangar -- All Other
Electricity BaselineDevelopmentNotes
m EuI Development(kWh/ft2-yr)







i Fluorescent-34-W 1.26Incandescent 0.05
HID 1.26
I Total 2.97 _ -- -- 2.21 5.43
The bases for the EUIs for hangar -- all other are the same as those for the













EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr) 1




ELCAP 2.7(a) 0.14 3.35(b) 0.91 7.1
Fort Lewis 1
1
(a) 2.4 interior lighting, 0.34 exterior lighting, l






HID _ lTotal 2.05 0.01 1.70 3.76
1
The warehouse EUls are based on a connected load survey and the assumed opera- l
ting schedules. ELCAP interior lighting and hot water data are judged to be
high for this category becauseof observed operation and because this building












I EUI Development (kWh/ft2-yr)
Liahtinq Hot Water Refriqeration HVA.___CCOther Total
I -BonneviIIe 16-17 41-50
I NWPPC
ELCAP 13.5(a) 3.8 51.3(b) 7.9 1.94 78.4
I Fort Lewi
S





I HID 7.0 _Total 43.0 50
I The total EUI is an annualized estimate based upon a 2-week period of meter-
ing. The interior lighting is of the HID type and is reportedly underlit, so
the lighting EUI is assumed to be lower than the ELCAP grocery category
I reduced for exterior lighting. Energy consumption in the commissary is lowcompared to the ELCAP data because the commissary is a new facility that is











The EUIs developed for each Fort Lewis sector were applied to their lm
respective building type square footages to provide the estimated baseline m
energy use summarized in Table B.2.
m
B.2.3 ElectricityDistributionPoint Aaareqation
In the process of developing the EUIs, the baseline estimates were m
mcompared to control points to identify areas for making adjustmentsto the
EUIs and to lessen the likelihood of gross misestimation. Seventeen feeders m
exist that serve as electricitydistributionpoints and for which meter read- m
ings were available. Given the distributionof buildings among the 17 feeders
and potential for the feeders to be interconnected,these feeders were I
aggregated to nine points for checking the sector totals and building sector
EUIs. The EUI adjustmentprocess required inventoryingthe building stock and m
other subsectors by each of the nine checkpoints. Thz estimated building
sector consumptionwas developed by building type for each checkpoint as the m
|product of the building type total EUI multiplied by the square footage for
respective checkpoints. The pumps/motorstotal sector estimate was added in m
on feeder A4, even though some water supply motors are located on other
feeders, because the major water supply pumping station and sewage treatment
plants are located on that feeder. Distributionsector losses of 7.5% of the I
W
esti:natedfeeder total were added in, and exterior lighting sector losses were
estimated based upon the stock of buildings by type and estimated total elec- ml
BI
tricity using the assumptionsdescribed in Appendix E. The estimated total
electricityconsumption for each feeder was then compared to the metered data m
|to identifymajor discrepancies,and additionaladjustments to the EUIs were
made. The outcome of this process is displayed in Table B.3.
BI
Overall, the estimated electricityconsumption is 5% higher than the m
metered consumptionfor the feeders, with all but two of the estimated am
consumptionlevels being within 20% of the respective checkpoint, lt is felt
that estimates within 20% of the metered level are reasonable,given the
uncertaintiesthat exist in developing the estimates. For feeders A2 and A4, m
m
where the estimates are more than 40% higher than the metered total, it is















_ "" _ _ I
I
m






overestimateby using the average EUI. The converse of this is seen in
the
checkpoint consisting of feeder AI+S2+S3+S4+S5,which supplies the Main Fort
area where building utilizationlevels are higher, providing for the estimated
total to be lower than the metered total using the average EUI.
l B.3 EFFICIENCYASSESSMENT
B.3.1 Hot Water Heate__z
The efficiency potential,levelized cost, and net present value of
l wrapping water heaters and of replacingwater heaterswith nigh-efficiency
models having nonmetallictanks was examined. Two water heater wrap options
and two water heater replacementoptions were examined:
• Option I: Wrap all water heaters with R-11 insulatingwrap.
• Option 2" Wrap the newest 30% of all water heaters.
• Option 3: Replace all water heaters with more efficient models.
al
1 ° Option 4" Replace all water heaters upon failure.
One wrapping option is to wrap all existing heaters. The other is towrap o ly the newest 30% of heaters. Th seco d wr pping option is consid-
erably more attractive because the existing domestic electric hot water
heaters suffer from corrosionproblems at Fort Lewis, significantlyshortening
the life of units with steel tanks. The replacementoptions are to replace
all heaters at once with high-efficiencyversions or to replace them with
high-efficiencyversions as they fail.
An estimate of the total number of electric water heaters at Fort Lewis
was derived by using the baseline data, dividing the total sector water heater
kilowatt-hoursof a given building type by the total kilowatt-hoursper water
heater for that sector. No differentiationbetween3000-W and 4500-W heaters
j was made here or in subsequentcost and energy savings calculations. Becauseonly the total annual use in kilowatt-hourswas available in the baseline
data, the number and size of electric heaters in the other building category
l was estimated by using an average heater size of 4250 W and the operating








Standby loss reductions as the result of an R-11 wrap were estimated by U
the Northwest Power Planning Council (NWPPC 1986) at 817 kWh/yr for an elec- m
tric water heater. However, more recent PNL metered data for actual electric i
water heaters being used in the Northwest for residential applicationsindi-
cate that standby losses are reduced an average of 611-kWh/yr. This more D
IB
recent data was used for the analysis. The 611-kWh/yr figure was used as the
annual savings from either wrapping an existing heater or replacing it with a m
uhigh-efficiencyheater.
The estimated installedcost of applying R-11 insulationwrap to elec- i
m
tric water heaters used for this analysis is $45.00/unit. This was taken from
the NWPPC report cited above. The cost of replacing an existing heater with a i
|high-efficiencyversion was assumed to be $370, which was derived from a
recent price list from the Marathon Water Heater Company for fiberglass water mm
heaters (fiberglassis being used to overcome the corrosion problems mentioned
previously). The cost of replacing a heater with a high-efficiencyversion
failure was assumed to be $22.78, the difference between the price of the Hupon
$370 efficient Marathon and the $347.22 standard fiberglass version.
The time periodsused for the levelized cost calculationsvary over the H
i
options. The wrap of all existing heaters is assumed to have the life of the
median Fort Lewis water heater, roughly3 years. The 30% of the newest D
gw
heaters wrapped in the second wrapping option are assumed to have 5-year
lives. The option that consists of replacing all heaters immediatelyuses a i
l20-year term (the assumed life of a new, noncorrodingwater heater), while the
option that replaces th_ heaters upon failure has a 24-year term, to allow the IB
replacementand failure of all water heaters. U
Using the data and assumptionsdescribed, a total of approximately4247 II
|domestic electric water heaters are located at Fort Lewis, two-thirds of which
are located in the detached or multi-unit residentialbuildings. The results i
of the analysis are presented in Table B.4. The levelized energy cost is i
calculated using the NWPPC discount rate of 3%, and the net present values are
calculatedusing the Fort's share of the capital (15%) and operations and D





I TABLE B.4. Option Analysis: Energy Savings,
Hot Water Heater Levelized
Energy Cost, and Net PresentValue
I InitialAnnual Energy LevellzedEnergy Net Present Capital
Action Sav!nqB (kWh) .....Cost (S/kWh) Cost (1991 $) _o_t (1991 $)
I R-11 Wrap All _aters 2,595,185 6.6266 133,732 191,135Wrap 3_ of Newest 778,555 6.g161 69,538 B1,349
l Replace All _aters 2,595,185 6.6657 2,125,959 1,571,552l on Failure ,427,754 9.9 6 1,93 ,36 ,439,4 6
I B.3.2 Refriaerators
The efficiency potentialand levelizedcost were estimated for replacing
I existing refrigeratorsat Fort Lewis with DOE 1990 Standard efficiency units
(as defined by the National Appliance Energy ConservationAct of 1987, Public
m Law 100-12). Domestic-typerefrigeratorswere identified in the baseline data
in residential (detachedand multifamily)and administration(old and new)
I building types. An estimate of the total number of refrigeratorsin thes_
buildings was derived by dividing the total refrigerationconsumption for each
m building type by the estimated individualrefrigeratorconsumptionof
m 1314 kWh. The estimated number of refrigeratorsis 3780 units.
m As calculated by the baseline data, the average annual energy use foreach refrigeratorat Fort Lewis is 1314 kwh. lt has been estimatedthat the
1990 DOE Standard would lower average annual energy consumptionof new 18-ft3
m refrigeratorsto 947 kwh, a savings of 367 kWh annually.
Average costs of new 18-ft3 refrigeratorsused for this analysis were
I $488.00/unit,or $1.8 million total for all units. This price was obtained
from a local retail store, with a 0.75 multiplier applied to help account for
m the discount generally afforded a volume purchase. For the levelizedcost
calculation,an appliance lifetime of 15 years was used. The results of the
m analysis are presented in Table B.5.
B.3.3 Liqhtinq
I Nine lighting efficiency improvementsfor Fort Lewis were examined using






• Replace incandescent bulbs wit compact fluorescent in 15% of the indoor m
residential fixtures, 75% of the indoor fixtures in other buildings, and
100% of the exterior fixtures.
m
• Replace standard magnetic ballasts with energy-efficientmagnetic m
ballasts in two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W
tubes. I
• Replace standard magnetic ballasts with electronic ballasts in two-tube
fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes. |
• Replace standard magnetic ballasts with tunable electronic ballasts in m
two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes.
lm
• Add parabolic reflectorsto two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-,
40-, and 75-W tubes.
• Replace two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 34-, 40-, and 75-W tubes I
with new fixtures with reflectors and electronic ballasts.
• Replace two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 75-W tubes with 150-W high-
pressure sodium lamps. m
• Replace two-tube fluorescentfixtures using 75-W tubes with single-tube mm
75-W very-high-output(VHO) fixtures. B
• Replace two-tube fluorescent fixturesusing 34- and 40-W tubes with F-30 m
T-8 fixtures. I
The assumptions,methodology, and analysis results for each of these m
improvementsis described in the followingsubsections. I
m
TABLE B.5. RefrigerationOption Analysis" Energy Savings, Levelized Energy
Cost, and Net Present Value
Initial IAnnual Energy LevelizedEnergy Net Present Capital
Action Savinqs (kWh) Cost (S/kWh) Value (1991 $) Cost (1991_)








m B.3.3.) Fluorescent-Incandescent Replacement
Many different types and styles of screw-in fluorescent replacements for
I existing incandescent are available. For this analysis, the desirability of
replacing standard incandescent bulbs with "generic" integral fluorescent
m u,aits(a)was examined.
To simplify the analysis and because of a lack of more detailed data,
I all incandescentlighting at Fort Lewis was assumed to be 75-W bulbs. Using
this assumption, an estimate of the total number of incandescentlight fix-
I tures for each building sector could be obtained using the baseline data.
This was accomplishedby multiplying the total number of buildings in that
i sector (total kWh/prototypekWh) by the baseline estimated incandescentwattsper prototype building and then dividing by 75. Summing these totals across
each building sector, the Fort-wide total number of equivalent 75-W incandes-
m cent fixtures was estimated to be 135,266.
The lighting output of a 20-W integral fluorescent unit is about equal
m to that of a 75-w incandescent. This size was, therefore, considered the
"equivalent"replacement for the entire Fort. Thus, a complete replacement
would decrease what is now incandescentbaseline energy usage by over 73%, or
approximately12.4 million kWh annual savings. Penetrationrates assumed are
l 15% for residential interiorapplications,75% in nonresidentialinterior
applications,and 100% for exterior applications. An additionaloption of
m replacing fixturesto accommodatecompact fluorescent bulbs to increase thepenetrationwas not considered.
I PNL-collectedlighting data indicate that 20-W integral fluorescentunits may be purchased in quantity for about $14 each. Whereas the average
m life of 75-w incandescentbulbs is 750 hours, integral fluorescentunits can
| last from 9 to 13 times as long. Thus, for the levelized energy cost
analysis, a 7500-hour lamp-lifewas used for these units.
The results of the analysis for replacing 53,890 incandescentwith
fluorescentfixtures are presented in Table B.6.
!
(a) Integral fluorescentunits are a combined lamp, ballast, and adapter






TABLEB.6. Incandescent Lamp Replacement Analysis: Energy Savings, Level ized m
Energy Cost, and Net Present Value
Initial IAnnual Energy Level tzed Energy Net Present Capital
Action Savtnqs (kWh) Cost (_/kWh) Value (1991 9) Cost (1991 _)
Replace Incandescent 6,199,405 O.e2B3 927,856 754,454 1
w/Fluorescent |
The financial calculationsdo not includeO&M savings that would result l
W
from reduced ordering, storing, replacing and aisposing requirementsassoci-
ated with incandescentlamps. If these savingswere factored into the ana- 1
llysis, the replacementof incandescentswith compact fluorescentswould become
more attractive. An alternativeto screw-in compact f!uorescentswould be to 1
use fixtures with permanently installedballasts that use plug-in fluorescent l
lamps to prevent reversionto use of incandescentsand thereby increase the
l
probability of energy savings over the long term. lt is expected that this 1
alternativewould also be comparable financiallyto the strategy examined
because, in addition to the lower O&M costs, a ballast replacementwould not m
m
be necessary every time a lamp failed.
B.3.3.2 FluorescentLiqhtinq Ballast Replacements m
The second set of lighting conservationoptions examined (Options2, 3,
and 4) looked at replacing standard magnetic core ballastswith efficient 1
1
l
magnetic ballasts,electronic ballasts, or tunable electronic ballasts.
Cost estimates for the selected ballast options vary considerably. I
Table B.7 provides the ballast cost, including installation,chosen for this
analysis, l
TABLE B.7. Estimated Cost for FluorescentFixture Ballast Replacement 1
1
Ba+Iast Option 34-Watt 40-Watt 75-Watt
EfficientMagnetic $12.50 $12.50 $17.50 1
Electronic $32.50 $32.50 $40.O0
1







The number of fixtures involved in each option, as well as the initial
capital cost of each, are displayed in Table B.8.
l The Fort-wide total number of ballasts was estimatedusing a process
similar to that used for computing the number of incandescentfixtures.
I First, each building sector's 34-W, 40-W, or 75-W fluorescentlighting total
annual energy usage (kWh) was divided by the total 34-W, 40-W, or 75-W fluo-
l rescent lighting consumption(kWh) for the prototype building in that sector
to determine the equivalent number of prototypebuildings in the sector. This
l number was then multiplied by the total installedwatts of fluorescentlight-ing for the prototypeand divided by the watt rating for a two-lamp fluores-
cent fixture. Four building sectors (Other,Clubs, Old Madigan, and
lmm Commissary) had no prototypicalinstalledwattages, just total annual use in
kilowatt-hoursfor the whole sector. For these building sectors, daily and
yearly operation scheduleswere used to back out an approximatetotal kilowatt
rating for the sector. This ._umbercould then be divided by the watt rating
for a two-lamp fluorescentfixture to obtain an estimate of the number ofballasts for that sector.
m Although electronic ballasts produce a higher quality light than their
core counterparts,the reportedly poor existing quality lighting currently
l afforded by the fluorescentfixtures in these building sectors suggestedthatdelamping opportunitiesare limited for this conservationoption, as is the
l potential of dimmable (tunable)electronic ballasts. Thus, the estimated
TABLE B.8. FluorescentLighting Ballast ReplacementAnalysis: Number of
l Replacement Fixtures and InitialCapital Cost
Number of
l ReplacementFixtures InitialCapital Cost (1991 $)Ballast Option 34-Watt 40-Watt 75-Watt 34-Watt 40-Watt 75-Watt
Efficient Magnetic 7,252 192,397 5,606 90,644 2,404,960 98,111
Electronic 7,252 192,397 5,606 235,674 6,252,895 224,255








energy savings that could be achieved by use of electronic ballasts is based m
solely on the lower operating power requirements on the ballast and the
reduced energy use by the tubes. I
Tunable electronic ballasts were included for completeness; however, the
benefits of
reduced energy consumptionresulting from dimming (to keep the I
lighting level constant) were not considered. Thus, because tunable ballasts
cost more than their nontunable counterparts,tunable ballasts will have m
m
higher levelizedenergy costs. A more detailed analysis could very likely
show that tunable ballasts are the preferred technology in rooms with signifi- m
cant daylighting. The results of the analysis are provided in Table B.9.
II
B.3.3.3 •FluorescentLiqhtinq Reflectors m
lm
The fifth lighting conservationmeasure that was analyzed using the
Fort Lewis baseline data was to install parabolic reflectors on 34-W, 40-W, m
IN
and 75-W fixtures. The population of replacementfixtures is shown in
Table B.IO. Although the reflectors do not reduce energy consumption,they do lm
mcause each fixture to produce more usable light, allowing the total number of
fixtures in use to be reduced. This option was analyzed on a lumen-equivalent
!
TABLE B.9. FluorescentLighting Fixture Ballast Options Analysis: Energy
Savings, Levelized Energy Cost, and Net PresentValue m
w
Annual Levelized
Energy Energy |Savings Cost Net Present
Ballast Option (kWh) (S/kWh) Value (Ig91 $)
34-W Eff. Magnetic 158,g17 0.0383 36,992
40-W Eff. Magnetic 3,944,494 0.0410 894,926 g
75-W Eff. Magnetic 209,g03 0.0314 52,103
m
34-W Electronic 536,344 0.0295 135,386 l
40-W Electronic 13,312,666 0.0316 3,299,950
75-W Electronic 682,183 0.0221 183,524 m
34-W Tunable 536,344 0.0364 127,228 mm
40-w Tunable 13,312,666 0.0389 3,083,504









I 34-W 4,55475- 3,515
I basis. In the analysis, it is implicitlyassumed that delamping and removal
of fixtures can be accomplishedon a perfectlycontinuous basis, to allow the
I final level of light to be equal to the current level. In practice this would
be more difficult, as there would be locationswhere delamping/removalwould
not be feasible. An informal survey of suppliersgave a cost of $57.50 per
reflector, including installation. The results of the analysis are shown in
l Table B.11.
B.3.3.4 FluorescentLiqhting Fixture Upqrade
l The sixth conservation involves ballast
lighting measure combining
replacementwith parabolic reflector installationthrough complete replacement
l of the fixtures. The population of fixtures involved is the same as shown in
Table B.I0. The costs associatedwith this option are displayed in
m Table B.12. The results of the analysis are provided in Table B.13.
B.3.3.5 Other Liqhtinq Technoloqies
m Three more lighting technologieswere considered in additionto the
ballast replacementsand reflector installations. One option was to replace
I fluorescentfixtures containing two 75-W lamps with 150-W high-pressuresodium
(HPS) fixtures. Another option was to replace fluorescentfixtures containing
l TABLE B.11. FluorescentLighting Fixture ReflectorAnalysis" Annual Energy
Savings, Levelized Energy Cost, and Net PresentValue
InitialAnnual Energy LevelizedEnergy Net Present Capital
Action Savinqs (kWh) Cost (S/kWh) Value (1991_;} Cost (1991$)
Add 34-W Reflector 620,648 0.0270 168,978 261,87240 17,535 067 @ 57 4,740 160 6,9 4 545






TABLEB.12. Fluorescent Lighting Fixture Costs U
cost (199] $)
Replacement Fixture Replacement Existinq Differential I
Two-tube 34-W 90.00 35.00 55.00
Two-tube 40-W 90.00 35.00 55.00 m
Two-tube 75-w 105.00 42.50 62.50 |
1
TABLE B.13. Fluorescent Lighting Fixture ReplacementOption: Energy Savings, U
Levelized Energy Cost, and Net Present Value
Initial IAnnual Energy Levelized Energy Net Present Capital
Action Savlnqs (kWh) Cost (_/kWh) Value (1991 _;) Cost (1991 _)
34-WFixtbreReplace 957,499 _.i)167 277,917 250,486 n
41)-wFixtureReplace 25,915,995 @._166 7,454,913 6,661,738 m
75-WFixtureReplace 1,318,273 I].gg98 41e,348 219,7B9
34-W and 40-W lamps with F-30 T-8 fixtures. The final option was to replace I
fluorescent fixtures containing two 75-W lamps with single-lamp,8-ft, very-
m
high-output (VHO) fixtures. The populationof fixtures involved is shown in I
Table B.14. This last option actually resulted in increasedenergy consump-
tion. For this reason, the reported levelized cost is negative; this indi- m
mm
cates that a positive payment must be made to obtain a negative savings.
Needless to say, this option does not compare well with the others. The costs n
mof replacementwith other lighting technologiesare shown in Table B.15. The
results of the analysis are provided in Table B.16. m
The calculated financial values of replacingthe 8-ft fluorescentfixtures U
with HPS lamps are felt to be high, because lower expected O&M costs are not m
Uincluded. The lower O&M costs would result from reduced labor requirementsto
change bulbs, because the HPS bulbs have a longer life.
i
TABLE B.14. Number of Replacement Fixtures
mm
Replacement Fixture Type ReplacementFixtures U
150-W HPS 4,065
34-W F-30 T-8 4,244 1
1





I TABLE B.15. Other Replacement Options and CostLighting Technology
Cost (1991 $)
I Existinq Fixture ReplacementFixture Replacement Existinq Differential
Two-tube 75-W 150-W HPS 142.00 42.50 99.50
I Two-tube 34-W 34-W F-30 F-8 115.00 35.00 80.00Two-tube 40-W 40-W F-30 T-8 115.00 35.00 80.00
Two-tube 75-W VHO 120.00 42.50 77.50
I TABLE B.16. Other LightingTechnology Options" Energy Savings,
LevelizedEnergy Cost, and Net PresentValue
I Initial
Annual Energy LevelizedEnergy Net Present Capital
Action Savinqs (kWh) Cost (S/kWh} Value (1991$) Cost (1991 $)
150-W HPS 770,736 0.0_27 208,862 404,43034-W F-30 T-8 959,482 0.0245 246,431 339,502
40-W F-30 T-8 28,399,233 0.0245 7,059,222 9,689,801
VHO -529,129 -0.0542 -240,089 420,011
B.4 REFERENCES
m National Appliance Energy ConservationAct of 1987. Public Law 100-12.































I MOTOR BASELINE AND EFFICIENCYASSESSMENT
m The baseline electricity use and the e_ficiency improvementpotential for
motors used in the water supply and sewage treatment plants are described in
m this appendix. Section C.l provides the assumptionsused to estimate baseline
energy use for water pump motors in the water supply system, along with
l results. Section C.2 presents the efficiency potential and levelized cost of
replacing existing water pump motors in the supply system with high-efficiency
i models of similar horsepower. Sections C.3 and C.4 are similar toSections C.I and C.2, respectively,but are for the effluent pump motors used
in the water treatment plant.
I
C°I WATER SUPPLY BASELINE ENERGY USE
m No metered electrical data were available fo_ the water pump motors used
in the water supply system at Fort Lewis. However, the followingdata were
m from Fort:
available the
• average hours of operation per day for each well for each month of
m the year spanning October 1989 through September 1990
• total monthly pumping capacity in gallons of water for each well
m • actual gallons per minute flow capacity for each of the one or more
pump motors used at each well
m • motor horsepower (exceptfor the irrigation motors used at
pump
Well 15, which were estimated based on flow capacities relative to
others).
m To estimate baseline electricityuse for the water pump motors from the
limited data, it was necessary to make several assumptions. First, because
m cycling schedules of water pump motors were unknown--aswere the number of
days per month that they were operated--allmotors associatedwith a given
m well/pumpingstation were assumed to be in operation simultaneouslyat 75% of
design load for the calculation of total monthly operatinghours. Motor





Siemens-Allis standard efficiency totally enclosed, fan-cooled (TEFC) motors
operating at 75% of rated horsepower (see Table C.I, Column I).
i
From the above assumptionsand data, total baselineelectricity use for i
all of the water pump motors was estimated to be about 3.6 million kWh
annually. Baseline energy use for each well/pumpingstation in the water m
supply system at Fort Lewis is summarized in Table C.2.
mm
C.2 WATER SUPPLY EFFICIENCY POTENTIALAND COST
The energy conservationstrategy chosen for the analysis of the water i
J
supply system was replacementof all existing (assumed)standard efficiency
water pump motors with high-efficiencymodels and replacementof all pump i
imotors upon failure. The upon-failureanalysismakes no attempt to predict
when the pump motors will fail- rather, it is assumedthat they all fail at i
|the start of the analysis. The only difference between the strategies,
therefore, is that in the replacement option, the entire cost of a new i
efficient pump motor is used, while in the replace-upon-fail,ure option the i
difference in cost between an efficient pump motor and a standard one is used.
High-efficiencymotor data were again obtained from Siemens-Allis. The i
IRl
installation/replacementcost estimate was based on data from the 1990 version
of Richardson'sProcess Plant ConstructionEstimatinqStandards - Volume4. i
m
unit pricing in this reference is for Reliance Motors. Other costs considered
when preparing this estimate include the following: m
m
• Handling and Placing Labor - Richardsonpresents handling and
placing man-hour estimates as a function of motor horsepower.
m
• InstallationMaterials and Labor - This category includes the m
materials and labor associatedwith foundations,structural steel,
buildings, piping, instrumentation,insulation,electrical, and m
painting. For replacementelectric motors, any foundations, m
structural steel, or buildings (enclosures)are presumed to already
exist. Some replacementwiring and/or instrumentationmay be i
required, however. Average values in the American Associationof m
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TABLE C.2. Summary of Water Supply Baseline Energy m
Use and ConservationPotential
Annual kwh Annual kWh OR
Well/PumpinqStation Baseline Savinqs
m
Sequal Spring (3@250hp) 2,174,463 24,573 nn
Well #g (I@25, 1@Shp) 7,361 494 B
Well #I0 (l@2hp) 383 32
Well #12 (2@150hp) 552,549 7,498 nn
Well #13 (l@lOOhp) 113,798 2,869 II
Well #14 (1@125hp) 186,618 3,528
Well #15 (2@60hp?) 136,645 6,955
Well #17 (1@150hp) 64,732 878 i
Well #18 (1@60hp) 271,314 13,810 m
Well #19 (1@30,1@60hp) 10Z,652 5,522
!
- ElectricalMaterial 8% of purchasedequipment cost
- ElectricalMaterial Labor 4% of purchasedequipment cost nn
- InstrumentationMaterial 6% of purchasedequipment cost I
- InstrumentationMaterial Labor 3% of purchasedequipment cost
- Much of the wiring and instrumentationalready in place may not m
need to be replaced. On the other hand, there is probably more
wiring associated with electric motors than with process equipment
in general. The above factors should, therefore, result in a m
conservativeestimate. B
• Indirect Field Costs - This cost category includes charges for B
indirect labor (e.g., supervision,engineering),craft labor fringe i
benefits, and miscellaneousconstructionsupplies,tools, and
mm
equipment. Per AACE RecommendodPractice, this was roughly
estimated as 100% of the sum of handling, placing, and material B
installationlabor (directlabor). B
• General and Administrative (Overheads)- Based on AACE •
recommendations,10% of the sum of all direct and indirect costs |
(the sum of all costcategories noted above) was included.
• Project Contingency - In general, project contingencycovers the i
cost of additionalequipment requirementsthat are typically B
identifiedwhen more detaileddesigns are prepared. Because the
estimate assumed replacementof all motors in the water supply B
system and Richardson'sguidelines are based on only a single B
motor, the uncertainty in equipment specificationand installation
material requirementsthat would normally call for a contingency mm
was assumed to be offset. Thus, a contingencywas not included. I





m TABLE C.3. Water Supply Analysis Results
Annual Levelized
Energy Energy Net Present iSavings Cost Value
Action (kWh) ($/k_h) (1991 $)
J Complete
Replacement
I 24,573 0.2587 -6,366Sequal SpringWell #9 494 0.4516 -341
Well #10 32 1.1263 -70
I Well #12 7,498 0.2970 -2,582ll 3 2,869 . 543 -715
Well #14 3,528 0.2673 -981
Well #15 6,955 0.1324 158Well #17 878 1.2675 -2,205
Well #18 13,810 0.0334 3,368
Well #19 5,522 0.1193 288
Replace on
Failure
I Sequal Sprlng 24,573 0.0562 4,739
Well #g 494 0.1165 29
i Well #10 32 0.0363 8Wel_ #12 7,498 0.0613 1,362
Well #13 2,869 0.0567 550
Well #14 3,528 0.0612 641
Well #15 6,955 0.0263 1,8067 878 2614 -233
Well #18 _3,810 0.0066 4,192
l Well #19 5,522 0.0251 1,448
l C.3 WATER TREATMENT BASELINE ENERGY USE
The availabledata for the three water treatment effluent pumps (two at
125 hp, one at 75 hp) were both more and less complete than that available forthe water supply pump motors. Ope ation schedules and water c pFzit es were
unavailable. However, a set of metered electrical demand data (in kilowatts)
for the time period between July 5 and July 13, 1990, was taken by PNL for
FORSCOM. From these data it was inferred that 24-hour-a-dayoperation of one







horsepower. Because no additional data were available for the effluent pumps, m
these data was extrapolated for 365 days/year to get a yearly total baseline
energy consumption of 1.16 million kWh. m
No other breakdowns on baseline energy use were available for the water
treatment plant, though lt is known that a large number of small motors (3/4, m
m
1, 5, and 10 hp) are also used in the facilities for various purposes.
C.4 WATER TREATMENT EFFICIENCYPOTENTIAL AND COST m
The assumptions to calculate capital and installationcosts of the m
standard efficiency effluent pump motors with high-efficiencymotors are
essentiallythe same as those presented in Section C.3 for the water supply m
mwell pumps and thus are not repeated here.
The results of the analysis are shown in Table C.4. I
TABLE C.4. Water Treatment Analysis Results
Annual Levelized I
Energy Energy Net Present
Savings Cost Value mB
Action (kWh) (S/kWh) (1991 $) l
Complete mReplacement 30,747 0.0807 4,249
Replace on
Failure 30,747 0.0181 8,544 I
C.5 REFERENCE m
Richardson EngineeringServices, Inc. Iggo. Process Plant Construction




























m TRANSFORMERLOSS AND VOLTAGE REGULATIONEFFICIENCY ASSESSMENT
m The conservationpotential (loss reduction)achievable by replacingthe
Fort Lewis transformer stock with more efficient units and regulatingthe
m voltage for the electricitydistributionsystem was assessed. Section D.I
describes the estimation of the magnitude of the conservationresource (annual
m kilowatt-hour savings) and the levelized energy cost (S/kWh) that would result
from improving transformerefficiencies. Section D.2 describes the potential
m that may exist through improved regulation of the distribution system voltage.
m D.I TRANSFORMER EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT
The overall approach involved assessingthe losses of the existing
m Fort Lewis transformerstock and a hypotheticalreplacementstock of moreeffici nt transformers. The difference in the aggregate los es of these two
transformer stocks representsthe loss reductionpotential provided by the
m replacement units. The value of the resourcewas then developed by associat-
ing a levelized annual cost of replacingtransformerswith the annual loss
m reduction that would result.
D.I.1 Approach
m An inventorylist supplied by Fort Lewis was used to sort the existing
transformer stock by number of units at each rated capacity (in kilovolt-
m amperes [kVA]). This classificationaccountedfor 2051 transformersfrom the
current stock of 2080 units on the inventorylist. The balance of 29 units
m was shown with a O-kVA rating and could not be evaluated without more
information.
I Because no firm data were availableon transformer losses in the
Fort Lewis inventory,estimateswere made using values found in the literature
m for typical transformerno-load (also called core or iron) losses and load (or
copper) losses (Goenen 1986; Tepel, Callaway,and DeSteese 1987). Using a




transformer stock at each rated capacity. Units were assigned to the nearest m
capacity rating for which loss data were available. For example, as no speci-
fic loss informationwas found for 20-kVA or 28-kVA transformers,units of mmm
these _izes were grouped with and assigned the estimated losses of 25-kVA
units. No data were found for typical losses of units between 750 kVA and •
m7500 kVA. As a result, losses for Fort Lewis transformersin the 1000-,
1500-, and 2500-kVA classeswere extrapolatedfrom data for smaller units. m
A particularlyvaluable set of loss and cost data was obtained from II
Bonneville for transformersranging in capacity from 25 kVA to 100 kVA. These m
mdata, traceable to experience of the General Electric Company, included loss
and cost informationfor high-loss,medium-loss,and amorphous-coretrans-
m
formers. Consequently,estimatedloss reduction potential and costs for m
transformersin this capacity range are considered to be the most reliable.
m
Correspondingload and no-load losses taken from the above sourceswere m
entered into tilespreadsheetfor replacementtransformersat each capacity
level. Loss data for amorphous-coreunits were used for transformersin the m
m
m
25- to 100-kVA capacity range. Replacementsat other rated capacitieswere
assumed to have the loss characteristicsof the higher-efficiencyreplacement lm
mm
transformersconsideredby Tepel, Callaway, and DeSteese (1987).
The loss reductionpotential has two components" I) the difference II
mm
between the no-load losses of the existing and replacementstocks and 2) the
correspondingdifference in load losses. As transformer load losses are gen- ml
merally reported at rated capacity,the loss reductionrepresented by the dif-
ference in load losses was reduced, in each case, by a loss factor of 0.62 to
account for losses under actual operatingconditions. The loss factor (LF)
was derived from the expressiongiven by Goenen (1986):
!
LF : 0.3 LD + 0.7 LDz (D.I)
!
where 1_0 is the load factor. In the absence of information on Fort Lewis load







m factors may vary from unit to unit. Transformerswith substantiallylower
load factors will have lower total losses, which would tend to increase the
m levelizedenergy cost of any loss reduction achieved.
The annual loss reduction (ALR) was calculated from the expression
m ALR = N(NLL + 0.62LL) x 8.76 (kWh) (D.2)
m where N is number of units in each transformer class
m NLL is no-load reduction in watts/unitthe load loss reduction in wat s/unit.
m Replacement capital costs were obtained from Bonnevillefor transformersin the 25- to IO0-kVA capacity range and from other sources for all other
capacities (Tepel,Callaway, and DeSteese 1987; WestinghouseElectric
Corporation 1986, 1987). The costs for transformersin the I0_0- to 2500-kVA
range were extrapolatedand are, therefore, the most tentativ,_.Representa-
m tive transformer installationcosts were provided by a utility
iN
engineer.
The total investment for replacing transformersin each capacity grouping
m was estimated by multiplying the sum of the unit capital _nd installationcost
by the number of units in each group.
m D.I.2 Loss Reduction Potential
The levelized energy cost (LEC) of replacement transformerswas calcu-
m lated as described in Section 2.0. The life of replacementtransformerswas
taken as 30 years for all units. No salvage value of the replaced stock was
m considered in the assessment, and all capital investmentswere assumed to
occur in the first year. Operation and maintenance costs for the new trans-
m former stock were considered to be the same as those of the replaced stock
and, therefore, can be neglected in the estimation of annual levelizedcost.
m Summary results of the transformerloss reduction analysis are shown in
Table D.I. The results include considerableuncertaintybecause of the lack
I of informationon the loss characteristicsof the existing transformerstockand the cost of replacementunits. However, an important indicationof this







realized at Fort Lewis by replacingexisting transformersin the 37.5- to l
50-kVA range with amorphous-coreunits at a cost of less than $0.023/kWh. An
additional annual savings of about 1.6 million kWh (for a total of 3.8 mil- l1
lion kWh) may be realized by replacingexisting transformers in the 25- to
IO0-kVA range with amorphous-coreunits at a cost of less than $0.045/kWh. 1
lIncreasingthe allowable LEC to $0.075/kWhmakes 200-kVA high-efficiency
transformerseconomicallyviable and increasesthe annual savings by
0.37 million kwh. U
The results in Table D.I show the expected trend" that it is uneconomic, n
las a conservationmeasure alone, to replace units at the low and high ends of
the capacity range. Although most units below 25 kVA may have fairly high l
_osses per unit, the unit cost of replacement is essentiallythe same as that l
of a 25-kVA unit. The smaller aggregate loss reductionpotential of these
units divided into a disproportionatelyhigher cost results in a higher LEC l
l
than that of 25-kVA units. At the upper end of the capacity range (200- to
750-kVA), unit costs increase steeplywhile the efficiency improvementpoten- l
tial of the replacement stock decreases with size. This tendency results in
higher LECs for this group also. l
1
TABLE D.I. Transformer Loss Reduction and Cost
n
Energy Energy Net Present 1
Number Capacity Savings Cost Value
of Units (kVA) (kWh) (S/kWh) (1991 $) l
1
21 5 6,398 0.1564 -338
332 15 205,211 0.0771 37,004 l
350 25 606,455 0.0275 197,780 i
247 37.5 699,314 0.0228 237,665
ml
470 50 1,500,308 0.0210 517,748
339 75 865,947 0.0335 267,148 n
43 100 120,387 0.0373 35,792 l
97 200 374,132 0.0605 85,771
50 300 206,202 0.0800 35,395 •
47 500 208,314 0.1180 12,517 1
30 750 176,512 0.1333 2,672
9 1000 196,785 0.1410 -405 1
14 1500 522,937 0.1419 -953 1






I The LEC estimates for transformers than I000 kVA the least
larger are
believable because of the need for extensiveextrapolationto estimate losses
m and replacement costs. For a more accurate assessment,the economic replace-
ment potential of these units should be considered separatelyon a case-by-
i case basis. However, in light of the general trend discussed above, it isunlikely that replacementof these units would prove to be cost-effective.
m D.2 CONSERVATIONVOLTAGE REGULATION
m Conservationvoltage regulation (CVR) is, in principle, the regulationof distributionfeeder volta es so that the line loss is reduced and thus, the
load farthest from the substation is maintained at the minimum acceptable
m voltage under all load conditions on the circuit. This practice can have the
effect of reducing the average feeder voltage by several percentwithout any
m significantreduction in end-use load or appliance performance. Already
required in several states, CVR is a cost-effectiveconservationand load
m management option applicableto many of the circuits in a typical utilitydistribution system. Energy conservationresults because the energy con-
sumption of many loads and appliances is reduced in some proportionto the
m reduction in voltage. Many CVR evaluationsby U.S. utilitiesshow, on
average, that end-use energy consumptionis reduced by approximately0.7% for
m each I% reduction in voltP_ge.Similar reductions in peak loads have been
demonstratedusing CVR as a load managementmeasure.
I A study performed by PNL for Bonnevilleon the CVR potential of Pacific
Northwest utilitiesshowed cost-effectiveconservationbetween 170 average MW
m and 270 average MW at costs up to $O.05/kWh,for the region as a whole
(DeSteese et al. 1987). The best opportunitiesfor CVR were shown to exist in
m densely-populatedurban areas where distributionfeeders are less than 3 to
12 miles long. The Fort Lewis distributionsystem appears similar in layout
m to systems that showed the best CVR potential in the PNL study. Therefore,F rt Lewi is expect o be an ideal ca d date for some level of CVR
application.
I The general indication of the PNL study for Bonneville showed that






voltages up to 5%. This translates into an end-use energy savings potential m
between I% anO 3.5%. On systems with automaticregulation already in place,
the implementationof CVR is generally a matter of relatively simple adjust- m
m
ments to existing equipment. In such cases, CVR can be implementedfor a few
hundred to a few thousand dollars per circuit. The PNL study showed that CVR m
m
achieved by simple system adjustment usually resulted in energy conservation
costs less thon $O.01/kWh. In other cases, the study showed cost-effective m
CVR could be achieved with higher-costmeasures such as capacitor and regula- m
tor additions.
In this analysis, CVR applied to the Fort Lewis system is projectedto
provide a I% reduction in total energy use at a cost of $O.01/kWh. However, n
the value and practicalityof CVR is highly system-specific;further study of
the Fort Lewis distributionsystem would be necessary to evaluate its CVR
potential in detail.
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I EXTERIOR LIGHTING SECTOR BASELINEAND EFFICIENCY ASSESSMENT
m E.i ASSUMPT)[ONS
The assumptionsused to develop the baseline amount of exterior lighting
I energy are described in the following subsections.
m E.i.i Residential Sector
Each residentialunit is served by two 60-W incandescentbulbs, of which
m 70% are operated 12 hours/clay,365 days/year. This provides for about 368 kwhper residentialliving unit per year. When multiplied by 3505 living units,
the total estimated annual consumption is 1290 MWh.
m No HID lighting is assumed in this sector.
E.I.2 All Other Buildinq
Building exterior and parking lot lighting is assumed equal to 2% of
m nonresidentialbuilding electricityusage of 122,666 MWh, providing an esti-
mated annual consumptionof 2453 MWh. This is shared between HID and
m incandescentby 80% and 20%, respectively.
E.I.3 Street Liqhtinq
m Street lighting is assumed to be equal to 2% of total energy consumption
of 200,000 MWh and to be 100% HID.
m E.2 ESTIMATED EXTERIOR LIGHTING BASELINE
The exterior lighting baseline estimates are shown in Table E.I.
!
TABLE E.I. Estimated Exterior Lighting Baseline
m sector Incandescent HID Total
Residential 1,290 -- 1,2'_0
m other BuiIding Exterior 491 1,962 2,4_3Street -- 4,000 4,000






E.4 EFFICIENCY ASSESSMENT m
The only measure considered for this sector was the replacementof 100% m
of the existing incandescentlighting that is less than 200 W in residential m
applicationswith compact fluorescents. This assessment is contained in
Appendix B, in the discussion on installingcompact fluorescentlamps in place m
g
of incandescentbulbs.
Items that were not considered in the exterior lighting sector that may m
add to the efficiency resource potentialare
• installationof new and replacementof faulty, photocellsto reduce I
or eliminateexterior Iighting during daylight hours
• replacement of existing low-efficiencyHID with lighting with high- m
efficiency units II
° replacementof incandescentlighting that is greater than 200 W m
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